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Foreword

A pupil's experiences between the ages of I I and 16 probably shape his

ultimate view of science and Of the natural world. During these years
most youngstrs become more adept .at thinking conceptually. Since

concepts are at the heart of seiencd, this is the age at which most stu-
dents first OM ,the_ability to study science in a really, organized way.
Here, too, the commitment for or against science as an interest or a
vocation is often made.

Paradoxically, the 5 tudents .at this critical age have been the ones
least affected by the recycit effort to produce new science instructional
materials. Despite a riumber of commendable efforts to improve the
situation, the middle years stand today as a comparatively weak link in

science education between the rapidlychanging elementary curriculum
and the recently revitalized .high school science courses. ThiS volume
and its accompa g materials represent one attempt, to provide a

sound appro to instruction for this relatively uncharted level.
At t1 outset the organizers of the 1SCS Project decided that it

would shortsighted and unwise to try to fill, the gap*in middle
school science education by simply writing another textbook. We chose
instead to challenge "some of the most firmly established 'Concepts
about how to teach and just what science Material can and shoutd be
taught to 'adolescents. The ISCS staff have tended to mistrust what

. authorities beli6e about schools, teathers, children: and teaching until
we have had the chance-to test these assumptioia in actual 'classrooms .

with real children. As conflicts have arisen, our policy has been to rely

more -Upon What we saw happening in the schools thariupon what

authorAes said could or would happen.. It is largely because of this
poIky that .the.ISCS materials represent a substantial departure tfrom

the nOrth.
The primary differenCe bei.w ihe ISCS program and more con-

:veitional approaches is the fact that it allOws each student to travel
,
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than pay lip Service to pis goat. ISCS' major -contribution has been-to----
design a system whereby an average teacher, operating under n6rmal
constraints, in an ordinary classroom with ordinary`children, can in-
deed give maximum attention to each student's progress.

The development of the 1SCS material has been a group effort from
the outset. It began in 1962, when outstanding educators met to decide
what might be done to 'improve middle-grade science teaching. The
recommehdations of these cbnferencesjwere converted into a tentativi

/ plan for a set of instructiona materi s by A small group of Florida'
State University Paculty mem ers. Small-scale writing sessions chh-2-
ducted on the Florida State ca püs during 1964 and 1965 resulted in
pilot curriculum materials that twere tested' in selected Florida schools
during the 1965-66 school year. All this preliminary work was sup- \

ported by funds generously provided bylThe Florida State University.
In June of 1966, financial support was provided by the United States

Office of Education, and the preliminary effort was formalized into
the ISCS Project. Later, the National Science Foundation made sev-
eral additional grants in support of the ISCS effort. 4

. The first drafk of these maierials was produced .in 1968, during a
summer writing .conference. The conferees were scientists, science
educators, and jimior high school teachers drawn from all over the
United States. The original Materials have bee revised three times
,prior to their publication in this volume. More khan J50 writers have
contributed to the materials, and more than 18 ,000 children, in 46
states, have been involved in their field testing.

We sincerely hope that the teachers and students who will use this
material Will find ,that the great amount. of time, money, 'and effort
ihat tins gone into its development has been Worthwhile.

IN

at his own pace, and it permits the scope a.ncl sequence of instruction
to vary with his interests, abilities, and background. The 1SCS writers
have systematically tried to give the stu&nt more of a role in deciding
what he should study next and ow soon he should study it. When thef.materials are ed as intended, the 1SCS teacher,serves more as a
"task easer" t an a "task, master." .1t is his job to help the student
answer the questions that arise from his own-study rather than to try
to anticipate and package what the student needs fo know. .

-4here--is nothing radically _new in .the _ISCS approach to.instruction.
Outstanding teachers from SocrStes to-Mark Hopkins have °stressed the
need to personalize education. 1SCS has tried to do something more

.Tallahassee, Florida
Feeruary 1972.

The Dir ctors
INTER 1ATE SCIENCE CURRICULUM STUDY
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Notes to the Student

f 73034v

t'd

The word science means a lot Of things. All of the meanings are "right,"
li4t none are complete. Science is manY things -and is hard ,to de-

-

scribe in a few words. *

We wrote this book to help you understand what science is and what
scientists do. We have chosen to show you these things instead of
'describing them with words. The book dex,ribes a series of things for
you to do and think about. We 'hope that what you do will help you
learn a good deal about nature and that you will get a feel`for how
scientists tackle problems.,,

How is this boOk different from other textbooks?

This book is probably not like your other textbooks.,To make any
sense out of it, you must work with objects.and substanceS. You should
do the things described,,think about them', and then answer any ques-
tions asked:lie sure you angwer each question as you come to it.

The questions in the.bOók are very important. They are' aSked for
three reason's: ,

1. To help you to think through What yOu see lind do.
2. To let you know whether or not you undeistand what you've done.
3. To give you a recdrd of ,what you have doife sO'that you can

use it for review.

How will your dess be orgaelgod?

Yout science class will probably be, quite *different from your other
Classes. .This book will let you' start Work with less help than usual
from your teacher. You should begin' eaah,day's work whee you left
off the day before. Any equipment and supplies.needed 4ll de wait-
ing for you.

12,7-.;=.-U,,*',t,-' '
,.., ,I, , ter 1.,.,:. mi, , 4 (.4,,:,,,,,t,-S,,,1 ,b-24;;,.Sti, s {re. v.,-,w.N 4? lop =.4,1%71 -.. ' , .
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Your teacher will not read to you or.tell you the things that you are
to learn. Inftead, he will help yOu and your classmates individually.

Try to work ahead on .yo.ur own. If you have trotible, first try to
solve the problem for yourself. Don't ask your teacher for help until
you really need it. Do not.expect him to give you the answers to .the
questions in. the,book. Your teacher will try to help you find where
and how you went wrong, but he will not do your work for you.

After.a few days, some of your classmates will be ahead.of yoii_and
others will not be as far along. This is the way the course is supposed
to work. Remember, though, that there will be no prizes for finishing .

first.--Wofkat---whatevef--sped-isbeft -for ru. gut br sure you-under:. -4-

stand what you have done before moving on.
)

Excursionsore mentioned at se.veral places. These special activities
are found at the back`of the book. You may stop and clo any excursion,
that looks interesting or any that you feel will help you. (Some ex-
cursions .will help you do some of the activities in this book.) Some-
times, yotir teacher may ask you to do an excursion.

What am I.expected to learn?

During the year, you will work very much as a scientist does. You
should learn a lot. .of worthwhile information. More important, we
hope that you will learn how to ask and answer questions about
nature. Keep in mind that learning hew to find answers taquestions is'.
just as valuable as learning the ansWers themselves.

Keep the big pictu,re in Mind, too. Each chapter builds on ideas
already dealt .with. These ideas add up to some of the simple- but
powerful concepts that are so important in science. If you are givena
Student Record Book, do all your.writing in it. Do not write in this
book. Use your Record Book for making graphs, tables, and diagrams,
too. ,

From time to time you may notice that your .classmates have not
always given the same answers that you did. This is no cause for.:
worry. There are any right answers to some of the questions: And
in some cases ou may not be able 'to answer the questions. As a
matter of fac., no orie knows the answers to some of them. This may
seem disappointing to you at fiest, but you will soon .realize that there
is much that science does not know. In this course, you will learn
some of thethings we don't know as.well as what is known. Good luck!
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Up, Up, andAway hapter 1

Most Americans have watched on television as rockets are
launched into space from Cape Kennedy.NYou may haNie
been fortunate enough to have been there yourselfseeing,
hearing, and feeling the blast-off. Whether viewing it in
person or on TV, you saw the long tail of flame streaming,
out behind the rocket as it left the ground. And you probibly
noticed that the -rocket, rose slowly at first, then faster and
faster. Do you know why?,

Maybe you've wondered why if take's such', a lpAge rocket
to get a-rather small spacecraft and .three men into oibit.
You probably know that the rockets are, built in sections,
called stages. One stage after another is discarded as the
rocket pushes the spacecraft into orbit. Do you know why?
Perhaps you've heard that a rocket engine works bettet out
in space than it does in.the earth's atmosphere. Is this really
true?

To find the answers to questions such' as those, you need j
some firsthandeiperience. First, you wi11 launch a rocket if
to see what-it, takes to get it up. You and two other students
will make up a launch team. Your team of three students
shbitlit-iettollowing equipment:

1-plastic water ro'cket, wiih pump and filler funnel
1 5-liter bucket, half full of water
1 100-ml cklibrafed beaker
1 meterstick . 1

';
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Before launching the rocket, read the following operating
instructions carefully. Also, look back at them from time to
tirne to be sure you are observing them. The rocket is break-
able and should be handled carefully.

I. Use clean water in the rocket.
t. Keep all parts free of dirt and sand.
3. Apply oil or grease occasionally to the trigger release

slide, barrel, And washer.
A. Keep _the pump roVoiled with _any_fine_ machine oil.
5. Use cold water in the rocket. (Hot water could ruin the
- rocket.) .

,6. Avoid pumping more thean 29 strokes into the rocket.

Pump rod
ktarrel

Trigger release slide

CHAPTER 1

Get permission froth your teacher for your team to go
outside with your equifiment and textbook.

Safety Note Yo i. will need to go to a dear area away from
buildings, trees, and wires. Ry to find .a spot about 100 feet
from irees and strueturel.. Do not point the rocket at people
or windows, and don't lean over it yourself.

fr

ACTIVITY 1-1. Insert the funnel. Pour in 50 ml of tap water,
bringing the level to point A on the diagram. Remove the
funnel.

Ozt 44, -4,4y
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ACTIVITY 1-2. Attach the pump,,with the rocket still pointing
down. ?Usti the lock ring forward so that-it fits securely over

4the flanged end of the rocket;, not just around it.
. .

ACTIVITY 1-3. 'hum tile rocket skyward. Pump exactly 15
strokes. Ask the other Wam'members to stand back.

\.

ACTIVITY 1-4. Hold the pump securely, with the rocket
pointing straight up. Support your hands on a post or nleter-
stick. When all is clear, release the rocket by pulling back
on the trigger release slide with your forefinger.

"s.14:0111,
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The launch was successful if the rocket moved almost
straight up. Was your launch a success? If not, repeat Ac-

_ .

tivitics I-I through 1-4.
Once you have mastered getting a good launch, you are

ready to be4n your investigation of rocketryi You will try
to ffnd out sihat effect certain variables hay6 on how high
your rocket goes. To accomOlish this, you heed to be able
to measure the launch height.

You and your partners should return to the classroom,
where you will make a height-measuring instrument. Your
team will need the liAlowfng:

1 piece of string, 40 cm long
3 square pieces of cardboard, each at least 25 cm on an

edge .

I. pair of scissors
I protractor
I ruler

Continue to work with your partners; sliaring,the equip-
ment as necessary. Each member of the team should make-
his owln height measurer from his piecc of cardboard.

ACTIVITY 1-5. Tie a imall loop in one end of the string.'SlIp
the point of. your pencil through the loop. Hold the pencil at 9/
one corner of the cardboard and stretch the string to the other
corner; hold it securely with your thumb.

ACTIVITY 1T4. Swing an arc with your pencil, letting It make
a curve from corner to corner of the cardboard equal**. If the
cardboard tends to slide, ask a.partner to hold it securely as. /
you draw. With the scissors, cut along the arc to get a pie- /
shaped quarter of %circle .

\

14 circle
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ACTIVITY 1-7. Place the protractor on your quarter-circle as
p." shown. Starting at 0 degrees on your protractor, mIke a

pencil mark on your cardboard every 5 degrees. Makeyour
- work as neat as you can. Your pencil must be sharp and the

marks accurate.

t
.(

ACTlyITY 1-8. Use a ruler or a straightedgeldraw straight
lines from thsf right-angle, corner through i mark to the
curved edge. Label the number of degrees on each line as
shown.

The instrument you have constructed is caned a quadrant
because it is made from oneTourfh of a circle. Early mariners
used simple wooden quadrants to measuie the altitude angle
.of stars.. CHAPTER 1
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Now you are ready to collect data on your rocket launch.
Your team\vill need your teacher's, permission to go outside,
as well as the following equipment:

3 cardboard -quadrants
1 plastic water rocket, with pump and filler funnel
1 5-liter bucket, half full of cold, clean water
1 100-ml calibiated beaker
1 meterstick

Once again, take .your equipment to an open area away
from buildings, trees; and wires. Two members of yatir team
will act as observers while the third member launches the
rocket.

Before launch, each observer may want to practice sighting
on some stationary objects.

ACTIVITY 1-9. When ready to launch, select a good sit. Each
observer should 4e 25 meters from that spot in 'different di-
rections:,

Launcher Meteratick or post

ACTIVITY 1-10. Observers should hold the quadrants on edge
with the center point at eye level. ouch down if necessiry,
so that the bottom of the qua bout the same distance
above the ground at the r along the bottom edge
directly at the bottom hen The launcher Should
repeat the launc n Activit9 1-4: If enough

----metorsticks a t to rest the quadrant
en one t

ket. SIg
rocket.

prpcedure given
available, you may. w

eady IL

1
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ACTIVITY 1-11. Hold the quadrant steady with one hand as
the rocket is launched. Move the first finger of the other hand
along the edge of the quadrant, following the rocket's flight
until it reaches the highest altitude. Keep your finger at that
point until lou can read the number of degrees. Record that
mrinber.

Mot-

C11-1. What angle did Observer A get? What angle did
Observer B get?

01-2. Did each observer get the same number of degrees?

[11-3. If your answer to question number 2 was No, what
reasons can you give for the difference?

If you have time, you may want to repeat Activities 1-l0
and 1-11 to.check your results. You inly want to take turns
launching so that each member,of your team gets to use his
quadrant.

Using Table 1-1; all observer -25 meters away from the
launch site can find out how high the r-ocket went. The height
in meters appears directly below his last observed angle.

Table 1-1

-

Height Convcrter.for Observer at 25 Meters

Angle 00 ) 50 JO° 15° 2 ' 25° 30' 35° 40°

Height 0 tn. 2.2 m 4,4 m 6.9 m 9.1 in 11.7 m 14.4 m 17.5 in \-. 21.0 in

Angle 45° 4 50° -55° 60° 65° 70° 750 800 85°

.i.

Height 25.0 in 29.8 m 35.7 m 43.3 in 53.6.m 68.7 in 93.3 m 141.8 m 285.8 m

01-4. What, height corresponds to the age Measured by
Observer A?

20
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01-5. What height corresponds to the . angle measure by
Observer B?

1 4. What is the average of the two heights?

If you were able to get the rocket to go nearly straight
up and if the observers measured about the same angles,
consider your launch a success.

Now back to the question you need tO ans er: What, vari-
ables affect how high the rocket goes? To exp ess it another
way: What' thing or things can be changed to thake the rocket
go higher?

From time to time in this unit,"-y6u will be a§ked to do
"problem. breaks." These are problems for you to solve,
without much help from your book orat'rom your. teacher.
The problems will usually help. you 'uiliderstand what you
are studying in the chapter. But thars'nOt their major pur-
pose. They are designed to give you practice in problem
solving and in setting up your own experiments. You should
try every problem breakeven the tough ones. And in tnost
cases you should have your teacher approve your plan before
trying it.- The first problem break in this unit is corning up
next.

PROBLEM BREAK 1-1 c

The water that was forced out of the rocket must have
had something to do with the rocket's going up. The air that
was forCed into the rocket must also have been important.
These two factors should.b investigated to determine their
effect on the height that the rocket reaches. Design ad expel.- /
iment that will allow you to measure the effect of these two
variables. You will probably want lb use several different
amounts of water (measured in milliliterS) and.air (measured
by The number of pump strokes). However, investigate only
one of the variables at a time. Control. (keep 'constant) all
other variables. .

Try to find two other people to work with as a team.
Outline yOur procedure in'your Record Book. ljescribe in
a few .words what you plan to do and what you eitpect to
happen. Then get yOur teacher's permission to try your ex-
periments. Record: your data carefully. Be sure to use two
observers to measure the height the rocket reaches. This
heiglitlis a mitasure of performance of the rocket. Follow
the steps for rbeket launching in Activities I-I through 1-4. e

v
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Caution In working with the variiible of ainount ()flair, don't
over-pump the rocket. Twenty strokes is the-suggestad maxi-
mum.

,Z=J1..7.. Describe how increasing the amount of water affects
Vie height reached. by the rocket. -/ k,

014. Describe how changing the amount of air affects the
height reached by the l'ocket.

In Problem Break I-I, you have learned what effect two
vriables can have on how high the rocket goes.. But you.
nilay still wonder why these.variables cause the rocket to go
up at all. Just why should water and air make it rise? Some-
thing about the combination of these variableg influences the
rocket by giving it a push upward.

01-9. Perhaps you would like-to, give your own ideas on
how air under pressure and water cause an upward push on
the rocket. There is a space provided in your Record Book.

I

To check your ideas, you will continue to investigate the
upward puA in the next two chapters.

BeLre going on, do Self elfaluation 1 in your fleCord Book.'

CHAPTPR 1 9
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What a Reaction! Chapter 2

A Saturn-Apollo rocket is a very -large object. It stands more
t.han 100 meters tallmore than the length of a football
fieldand has a base abolit 10 meters in diameter. When
fueled, it weighs 3,000 tonsas much as 24 diesel-electric
freight locomotives.

Yet when the tail of flame shoots out of the baSe, one of
these rockets lifts noisily off the pad.,and heads into the sky.
How is this immense .machine able to get off the ground?
Where does all the upward push come from? To get started
in answering this question, you need to look at a very much
smaller and simpler push.

A 'push is a force. So is a pull. You will be working with
such forces throu'ghout much of this unit. Therefore, you'd
better know how to moasure them. Perhaps you already do.

In_ fact you may have used a special force-measuring device
in Volume 1 Of ISCS. If .not, do Excursion 2-1 before going
ahead in this chapter.

Now back to that small push. Find a partner and get the
following equipment:

1 balloon
1 one-holt stopper (#1)
1 force measurer, with thin blade
1 0-1 newton scale
1 angle bracket, with 2 bolts and 2 wing nuts
1 clamp

0-1 newton scale

ACTIVITY 2-1. Fasten the clamp on the angle bracket with
bolt and wing nut. Using the remaining nut and bolt, attach
M. angle bracket to the end of the force-measurer blade. Be

sure to use the thin blade and the 0-1 newton scale.

-
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ACTIVITY 2-2. Streltch the opening of the balloon over the
larger end of the one-hole rubber stopper. Blow up the bal-
loonWhile holding the neck of the balloon to keep the air
from escaping, force a pencil securely Into the hole In the
stopper. The pencil acts as a plug.

,

=4;114

,
-I

46

ACTIVITY 2-3. Slide the Stopper into the clamp on the force
measurer. Zero the 0-1 N scale. Although the balloon may
rest on the force measurer or the table, the blade must be
free to move. Now carefully remove the pencil by twisting it
and observe what happens to the blade.as the alr escapes.

-01

L124. Does the forte *surer indicate that a force is acting
when the pencil is in: the -stopper?

02-2: Does the force miasurer indicate that a force is acting
yhen -the .pencil is removed?

Repeat Activities 2-2 and 2-3 and try to measure any
chimge you observe'. '7

C12-3. Was the direction of the forCe actin off the blade the
:;,' same as, or opposite to, the direction o-f the air as it rushed

out?

12 CHAPTER '2 024. How much force was acting?/

., ,4,
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Figures 2-1 through 2-3 may help to explain what ,you
observed. With the balloon inflated, the air inside exerts the
same force in all directions. This forc,e is called its pressure.
The air pushes outward against the sides of the balloon and
against the end of the pencil that closes the hole in the
stopper. Only eight force arrows are shown in the diagram,
but actually they ,can be consied to".be countless. Since
equal forces act in all directions, the forces are in balance.
Thus, the balloon do-es not move. Its sides'are merely pushed
outward against the outside air:, which pushes back.

When the pencil is removed from the stopper, air rushes
out. The air within the balloon continues to push on the
inside of the balloon in all directions. At the outlet, however,
there is no balloon to push on. With the force still pushing
on the inside of the balloon at the point opposite the outlet,
you have an unbalanced force condition. This unbalanced
force causes the balloon to move, pulling the force-measurer
blade in that direction.'

Figure 2-3 No force measured

Figure 2-1

No force
measured

As the air continues to rush out, the pressure (forces)
inside the balloon gets smaller. Eventually, it drops to zeio.
With. no force inside the balloon, the walls collapse and
movement slops. The blade then returns to zero_

How does this idea of pressure on the inside.and unbal-
anced force apply to your water rocket?

26

Figure 2-2
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02-5. Suppose the rocket has been loaded, has been
pumped with air, and is -ready for launch, Are the inside
forces 'in balance?

02-ewhen the trigger release slide is pulled, the water
rocket riw into the air. What unbalanced force acting on
the water rocket causes it to move?

02-7. What could you -do to increase this unbalaneed force?

If you had trouble with the last two or three questions,
think baCk to Problem Break 1-1. You tried to find out what
effect a change in the amount of water or a change in pres-
sure (number of pump strokes) had on the rocket's perform-
ance. You 'found that both variables affected 'how high the
rocket rose.

02-8. Suppose you filled the rocket with water but pumped
in no air, and then pulled, the trigger release slide. Would .
the rocket have risen?

02-9*Suppose you 'added no water to the rocket but
puMOd 15 strokes of air into it; and .then pulled the trigger
release slide. ould there be any upward unbalanced force
on the rocket?

Check your answers to questions 2-8 and 2-9 tiy doing
Problem Break 2-1.

PROBLEM BREAK 2-1

Find out how high the, water rocket 'will go when filled
with water but not pumped. Then find out how high it goes
when pumped with air, but carrying no water. Record the
results of your invistigation in your Record 'Book.

In the case of your water rocket, it,isn't hard to see,how
air pressure can change the unbalanCed lift force. Think back
to the balloon activity. If ydu put more gas (air) into the
balloont there would be, more gas to cole out,' giving you
an unbalanced force for a longer time. Ikaddition,cthe gas
in the balloon would haVe greater pressure and thus would
cause a greater unbalanced -.force to push the balloon. for-
ward. .Figure 2-4 illustrates this.

dre
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Figure 2-4

4
Lees pressure
Smaller force
Shorter time

1

But why does the water have such an important effect on
the unbalanced lift force? The ,rocket just won't go far at
all without the water. The effect of air pressure and water
on lift force must be closely related. To observe this rela-
tionship in the water rocket is very difficult. Things just
happen too fast. Yob..need a siinpler system, which can be
controlled. Such a system s the rocket test stand. To prepare

,._one, you should work with two partners again. Your team
will need the following equipment:

1 water-flow kit
1 plastic jet tube
1 thin-plastt ruler, with holes near each end
1 screw clamp
1 force measurer, with .blank card
1 baby-food jar or cup
1 graduated 100-ml beaker
1 washer
Masking tape

More pressure
Greater force
Longer time

4
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ACTIVITY 2-4. Slide the large end of the plastic jet tubkr about
1 cm Into the open end of the rubber tubing.

Plastic let tube

am.
Rubber tubing

ACTIVITY 2-5. Remove the its& blade from the force meas.
. urer. Put a washer and then the plastic ruler on the bolt.

Replace the wing nut. Insert the jet tube in the hol at the
other end, with the jet pointing downward.

Rubber tublng
Washer under plastic ruler

ACTIVITY 24. Loop the rubber turfing over the top of the
force measurer, and fasten It to the back with tape. Be sure
that the loop is large enough to clear the force-measurer
blade, thus allowing It to move freely. Slide a screw clamp
onto the rubber tubing and tighten the screw, closing the
tube.

Rubber tubing loop

Clamp

'
Tape



You are ready for the final step in setting up the rocket
test stand. It will be necessary to have the water-source
bucket abotu 2 meters above the jet outlet. Your teacher can
help you with the setuP for your particular classroom. Figure
2-5 Mows the complete settill_r,

The, force measurer shouldi-est bn top of the catch bucket.
Be sure that theTlaStic tubing iS attached securely to the
drain on the supply bucket. Be sure, also, that the screw
clamp pinches -the rUbbet tnbing dong it. -Then fill the
supply bucket with water.

Figure 2-5

ly
et

Shelf

Plastic tubing
from supply bucket

A

Rubber tubing

Caution Cheek your tubing to see that there are no leaks.

r--
ACTIVITY 2-7. With everything in position, open the screw
clamp slowly to allow a small stream of water to flow from
th Jet. If necessary, adjust the_ loop in the rubber tubing and
the tape on the back of the force measurer so that the blade
moves freely in a position about like that shown. Be sure the
WM. does not rest on the bottom support. Allow the water
to run until all air bubbles are out of the tubing. Then close
the screw clamp again.

30
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02-10. As you opened the screw clamp, what happened to
, thc plastic force-measurer blade?

As you opened the screw clamp, you should have noticed
I an effect on the blade. It moved up. Some force lifted the

blade. to a higher position. You can try Activity 2-7 again
.. f you wish. Whin water flows through the jet, a lift force

is roduced. This is like the lift force that occurs when water
, shoots out of your rock/et. Your rocket test stand is an appa-

ratus you can use to measure that lift force. All it needs is
a scale.

0241. W.*
test stand'? /

your newton scale work for the rocket

lB CHAPTER 2

ACTIVITY 24. Slide a-blank card into the force measurer. Bo
sure the water-sourc !! bucket is filled.

Open the clamp sir)), until you hav the'full flow of water.
Close It again slowly. DI this several times until you can mark
the no force, or zero, point and the maximum force point with
a pencil. Then observe for a moment the way thlvatr comes
out with the clamp partly open.

02-12. 'As you opened the screw clamp, how was the speed
'of the water coming out 'the jet affected? .

13243. As you opened the screw clamp, how was the
amount of water coming out the jet affected?

31
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It is difficult to measure the speed of the flowing water
directly. But there is a simple way to estimate the speed by
measuring something else. You can judge how fast the water
is escaping by measuring the volume of water collected in
a given time interval. All you have to dais collect the water
as it escapCs from the jet.

.1.Jse your equipment to get answers to the next three ques-
tions.

0244. How much water is released in 10 seconds when the
screw clamp is closed?

13 71-5_,Ilow much water is released in 10 seconds when the
sc w clamp is half open?

02 f3. How much water is released in 10 seconds when
the screw clamp . is all the way open?

0247. Suppose the amount of water flowing from the jet
in 10 seconds is doubled. What would you estimate to be
the increage in Ilw speed?

You are now ready to find out how speed of flow affects
the lift force on the rocket.

a.

ACTIVITY 2-9. Remove the card from the force measurer. YoU

should havalready. marked the zero point and the maximum
point on (the card. bivide the space between the two marks
Into 10 equal parts. Use any method that you can _devise.. But
be sure that the parts are equal. NUmber each mark as shown.

lot

With your apparatus, various positioris of the screw clamp
will change the amount .and the speed of the Water flowing
from the jet. This changes the lift force. To see how the force
varies with speed of flow, do Problem Break 2-2.

32
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PROBLEM BREAK 2-2

With your two partners, determine the volume of water
that most come out of the jet in 10 seconds to maintain each
of the forces- marked on your forte scale 1 through 10. A
suggested procedure follows.

I. One person should act as timer,\another as the catcher
of the water, and the third as the operator of the screw
clamp.

2. Open the clam until the desired force is indicated on
the scale. Water shoutd flow out the jet and into the
catch bucket. Timing should then begin:

3. When the timer says "Start!" shove the jar or cup under
the jet. Catch the, water for 10 s,econds. At the signal
from the.timer, simply remove the cup. Then the oper-
ator can close the clamp.

4. Be sure ,to pour the, water back into the supply bucket
whenever it gets low. DOn't move the suppl-YNOcet!

5. Keep accurate data in the space provided in your
Record Book. .

6. Using a container with a ml scaleXmeasure the, amount
IV water caught in the jar.

7. At least two readings should be takpi at each setting,
and an average found for the table.

02-18. In Figure 2-6 in your Record IhylE, sketch a graph
of the data you have collected.

1111111111111111r11111111

11111111111111111111111
1111111111111MMENI
111111111111111MIMIll
1111111111115111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111111

1111111M111111111111111111111

101211111111111111111111111
, Volume (a relative measure of

flow speed)

02-19. When flow speed increases, how is lift force affected?
Sv,



You have answered the basic question asked in this chap-
ter: How do pumped and water affect the lift force on
the water rocket? The steady flow of water out of the rocket
provides a lifting force. The faster the flow, the greater the
force. Increasing the air pumped (pressure) increases the
pressure force..This in turn increases water-flow rate. Thus,
an increase in lift force occurs.

Before you leave t e chapter, there is one other effect you
,should investigate. lroblem Break 2-3 deals 'with an impor-
tant error that soM people make when they think about
rockets.

PROBLEM BREAK 2-3
_ _ . .

Some people think the push of the escaping gases on the
air outside is what moves a rocket along.,This idea suggests
that the more air bchind the rocket, the more force (thrust)
it will have. See foir yourself whether this is the case.

Tip of jet
should be
under water

ACTIVITY 2-10. Open the clamp all the way and note the force
on the blade. With the jet running, raise the full jar of water
under the jot so that the discharge is under the surface of
thi water. Note the force under this conditIon. Do this several
limes until you are sure that you see what happens. Be sure
that the blade and tip are not touching the jar.

02-20. Wtiat force did.you measure with the jet discharging
underwater? .

02-21. How did this force compare with the force measured
with the jet out of the water?

02-22. How would you explain the difference in force if
there was any?

02-23. Do the results Of this actiVity agree with .the ideas
of those people mentioned? .

Before going on, do Self:Evaluation 2 In your Record Book.

3i
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How Much Is Needed? Chapter 3

By now you have some idea.of what gives the force, or thrust,

that puts a rocket _into space. To get your water rocket

launched, you put water inside it. The pump added air under

pressure. The volume of the wpfer and the speed with which

it was forced out gave t rust you needed to get your

rocket up.
But how much force is necessary to get the rocket to rise?

Let's see if you can find out the answer by .making a few

measurements. Select two partners and get the following

equipment for your team:

I force measurer, with thin and thick blades

2 cards with premarked scales (0-1 1st and 0-10 N)

1 dry water rocket
1 funnel
1 pail of water
4 paper-clip hooks.
1 100-ml beaker or other container that can be used to

, - measure water in ml

ACTIVITY 3-1. Use Vie thin blade for now. Open the 4 paper

clips and link them together as shown. Zero the force meas-

liter with only the clips In place. Bend the large end of the

bottom Op as shown, and fit It over the flange of the rocket.

P &Weft th empty rocket lel an upside-down hanging posi-

tion. Did you remember to use your 0-1 newton scale?

.e
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2.4 CHAPTER 3

r13-1. What is the force-measurer reading ih newtons?

You have measured the force of gravity on the mass of
theuempty rocket. This measure is the rocket's empty weight.
Yo Ir know that the rocket must have' water in it for best
performance. You cap think bf the water as the rocket fuel.
Refer back to Probleffi Break 1- 1 in Chapter 1 to find ,the
number of ml of water used to push the rocket to its greatest
height.

03-2. How many ml cf water did you use to send the rocket
to its greatest height?,

. The water added to the rocket has mass. Air Was also
added to make the rocket go. lt, too, has mass, but its mass
is srhall compared with the mass of the water. Therefore the
increase in the rockiet's mass, is due primarily to the added
water. You can find out how much mass was added by using
your force measurer.

ACTIVITY 3-2. Using the funnel and calibrated container, add
to your rocket the number of ml of water given In your answer
to qustion 3-2. Weigh the fueled rockS again as you dld In
Activity 3-1. You may have to use the Ak blade and the 0-10
newton scale.

:

03-3. What s the weight in newtons of the fueled rocket?

This total weight is the force of gravity acting on the rocket'
and its contents. It is the force that must be overcome before
the rocket will rise.

,
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(13-4. If the rocket is to rise, -and not just hang in space,
what must happen?

ACTIVITY 3-3. Once more, hold the force measurer so that

the rocket hangs free. Rapidly, but steadily, raise the kirce

measurer ,While one partner watches the scale. The scale
observer should watch for the greatest force that occurs while

the rocket Is being lifted. This will probably be during the first

secim of lift. Repeat the process several times to get an

average.

(:\
03-5. Wha't:. was the average maximum force-measurer
reading on rapid lift?

03-6. Ho,w does, the rapid-lift force compare with the force
of gravity on the fueled rocket? (Look back at youranswer"
to question 3-3.)

The additional force needed to give the rocket motion
shouldn't have surprised you. An unbalanced force must be
exerted on an object at rest to get it moving.

1113-7. Suppose an upward force that is equal to the weight
of the rocket and its contents is applied. Would the rocket
move upward? Explain your answer.

Recall when you lifted your water rocket.with the force

measurer; )ou probably noticed that the amount of an un-
balanced force measured depended on how fast you lifted.-

38
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To say it another way, the greater the unbalanced lift force,
the faster the lift speed. Thm, the farther the rocket will have
gone since lift-off. Figure 31 ilhrstrates this.

Time since
liftoff

Small
unbalanced
lift force

Figure 3-1

Another important thing is happening to your water rocket
as it lifts off from the launch pad. lt is related to the.mass
of the rocket and its contents.

)

." 034. Does tile total mass of the rocket plus 2114 contents
remain-constant throughout its flight? Explain your answer.

Large
unbalanced

11lift force
se

' :'" .P4

"It
Launch pad

You should investigate the effect this change in mass of
the rocket has on its performance. To doiso, you need to
work with 3 or 4 other classthates who are-at this point in
the text. Your 'tea& will need the following materials'.

1 cart, with water.clock
1 jar for water 0

1 meterstick

Look for a flat, fairly smooth surface at least 2 meters long.
If this, amount of spate is available on a table, use it. Othez.
wise, you will need to do the activity on the floor.

First, you ne6d to use the water-clock cart to see what can
be mpasured with it.
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ACTIVITY 3-4. Place the water clock in position on the cart

and fill it completely with water. Place the front of the cart

on a line you have marked on the table or floor. Then-push

down gently with your palm to start the water dripping.

ACTIVITY 3-5. Now give the cart a gentle pusei until its back

wheels reach the line. Then stop pushing and let it coast.
LoOk at the pattern of drops it leaves behind. Don't disturb

the pattern. .

Starting line

Starting line

03-9. Did the speect-oe your cart in Activity 3-5 increase,
decrease, or stay the-same aftet you stopped pushing?

You may need help with question 3-9. Each drop falling
from the cart takes the same amount of time to form and :.

rekh the surface. Thus, the distance between drops on the

surface can tell you whether the cart's speed was unchanging,

increasing, or decreasing. It can also tell you the amount,of
change between each dale interval.

In Figure 3-2, three water-drop tracks are shown.

03-lb. Which track in Fig6re 3-2 indicates no changeiic

cart speed? Which track indicates an iticiease in spved?

Which track indicates a decrease in speed?

4 0
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ACTIVITY 34. MeaiUre the distance between each pak of
drops from Activity 3-5. Start With the dioP rieamt to the point
Where You stopped-pushing the cart. Make your,measur.-
ments to the center of tiie drops. List the distanCeS In Table
3-1 of your Record Book.

Measure these distances.

t.

..t

?.:

.Table 3-1

. ,
'Interval

1st .,

,

'-4,4

Distance
Traveled
(in tin) 7.

.2nd

.3rd

4th

5th .

'6th

A
, 7th

t

`.

tr.
7 .

1

. I

.

p. :
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The shorter distances indicate that the cart slowed down
after you stopped pushing it. That's no surprise, of course.
Whatigood is all this then?

'Your water-clock cart can'ibe used to identify changes in
speed...All you have to do\ is look for changes in'the distance
between drops.

0341. What must have happened to the speed of the cart
if (a) the..distance_between4rop increasep (b) the distance
betWeen drops'decreases?'(c) the distance between drops
stays the same?

Now you can find out how speed, mass, and force are
related. To dd this, your team 'Will continue working with
the cart. You will also need:

I force meaSurer, with thin blade and 0-1 newton scale
4 papef-clip hooks
I piece of string, 2 meters long
3 half-kilograM masses
Tape

The questions you watit to investigate are these: When a
conftant unbalanced force is applied to an object, how will
the bject's speed change? and' What e.ffect will result if the
object also k)ses some of its mass?

You can use the 'force measurer to apply a constant force
on the Cart. And yovan vary the mass of the cart by loading
it -with half-kilogra(11 masses and then removing them one
at a time. The cart would then be like the rocket that moves
upward under ,a constant force.while its mass gets 'less and
less as its fuel is used itp. Try the cart experiment and :ee
whaf happens. .

Tape

141111!
Tape

Ose-alienewton

2 meters
of string

ACTIVITY 3-7. Fasten the 2-meter piece of string to the force
measurer with tape as shown. Then lay the force measurer

p on Its back. Zero the force measurer while it is in this position.
Have ,the thin blade in place and use the 0-1 newton scale.

-1
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ACTIVITY 3-8. Connect the cart to the blade with 4 paper-cllp
hooks. Place 3 half-kilogram masses on the cart. Do not fill
the water clock yet. Pull the force measurer along the table
or floor, trying to keep the force on the cart conitant at 0.2
newton.

)1%:)u will need tq pra'ctice to keep the force constant at
0.2 newton. Make several, runs until you can do it. The force
may .vary .a little above or below the correct amOunt, but
tbe blade should stay fairly close to the 0.2 mark.

30, CHAPTER 3
$

.

ACTIVITY 3-9. Fill the water clock and start it dripping. pull
on the string to get a ionstant Oknewton force. go far
enough to get at least Ur drops on the surface of the table
or floor. Examine the pattern of drops.

Caution If you are workiw. on a table, be sure,to have one
of your partners stop the apparatus at the edge.

e
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03-12. With a constant force applied, did the cart gain
speed, lose speed, or travIl at a constant speed?

Using the same method you used in Activity 3-6, measure
the distance between drops with a ruler, or meterstick. You
should measure that section of the ruii where you maintained
the force at 0.2 newton. You probably noticed that the force
measurer tends to jump to a higher measurement as you start

-the_ pull _and _then .bounces back as. you _release your _pulling
force. It will take practice .to get this constam force over a
2-meter run. Wherever you start measuring, you should
measure each distance in order from that point on. List the
distances in Table 3-2 in your Record ROok under "Total
mass: 2:0 kg." (Remember, you used 3 half-kilogram masses
on the cart. The cart itself has a mass of one-half kilogram.)

Table 3-2

Distan'ce (in cm)

Time
interval

Total mass:
2.0. kg-

Total mass-:
1.5 kg

Total .mass:
1.0 kg

,

Total mass:
0.5 kg

1st . .

.

2nd
.

3rd
,

4th
.

5th
.

....-

.

6th .

.

it

4r1
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ACTIVITY 3-10. Remove one mass from the cart and repeat
the pulling activity. Be sure the water clock is opating and
the force is kept constant at 0.2 newton. Record the &Ow
measurements in Table 3-2 under "Total mass: 1.5 kg."
repeat the activity with one mass on the cart, and again with
no mass on the cart. Record the measeUrements In Dble 3-2.
During each run, keep ihe force as close as you an to 0.2
newton.

0

03-13. Did the speed of the cart increase during each run?

03-14. With which totAl mass did the speed of the cart
change the fastest?

03-15. With whiCh total mass was there the least change
in speed?

Perhaps you can see from this activity that a constant
unbaltIced foce on A body will -cause its speed of Motion
to-increase. A greater increase whi occur if the mass of the
body also decreases. At this point you ought to take stock

\ of what you have found out and see how it applies 'to the
rocket launch: The following list may help you.,

4;1

I. Some Combination of water and air pressure gives the
best.rocket performance.

2. The speed of water flow out of the rocket produces a
Jorward force, or thrust, 'On the rocket.

3. This unbalanced force in the rocket, chamber pushes
the'wcket forward.

4. The amount'of.force needed to get the rocket off the
Around is ai)y amount,that is greater wthan-the weight
of the loaded rocket. ,

5. With a constant unbalanced force, the speed of the
rocket eontinues to,increase.

6. ,The greater the unbalaneed force, the, faster the speed
increases.

. 32 CHAPTER 3
7. The loss of mass from the rocket causes its speed to
1' increase even-faster.

5
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If you were-a, careful observer, you may have found out
another thing. WW1 you tired the water rocket, the water
was forced out rapidly. In a very short time, there is no more
water to apply an upward force. The rocket then slows to
a stop at its maximum height and returns to the ground.

Apparently the length of time that a force is applied has
an effect on the speed that a rocket attains. You could add
that point to the list.

8. The longer an unbalanced force is applied, the more
the rocket will speed up.

D3-16. If you could continue to apply an unbalanced up-
ward force on the rocket for a longer time, what would
happen to it?

03-17. When the rocket starts to fall back to the earth, what
force is then unbalanced?

You used water and air as the fuel to make your rocket
leave the ground. The Saturn rocket uses a kerosineliké fuel
mixed with oxygen. This mixture is burned in the combus-
tion chamber, producing the hot gas that.exertS pressure and
pushes the rocket on its journey. This hot gas rushes out the
nozzle of the engine in much the same way that the Alas (air)
shot out of the balloon in the activity you did earlier. But
because there Is\,T much .fuel being burned, it continues to
rush but fdr a mu& longer time than does the gas -from the
balloon or the water from your water rocket.

Perhaps you would like to know more about .the way fuel
'and oxygen react in a real rocket. Or you may want to know
how the hot ,gases that are produced push the rocket. If so,
do Excursion 3-1, "The Big .Push."

In addition to those variables' you have studied, there are
other factors that affeCt the speed of a rocket at higher alti-
tudes. You will work with these in the next chapter.

After all the fuel is gone, there is good reason for ejecting
the first stage on a rocket..To examine the effect of discarding
the first stage and to see w.hy rockets are built in stages, do
Excursion.3-2, "One Stage at a Time."

Before going on, do Self Evaluation 3 in your Record Book.

16
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All Systems Are Go

4.0

You have learned how to get a rocket higher and how to
make it ge faster. But what must be done to put the space
vehicle into orbit or to send it on its way to the moon? The
ideas of an old scientist friend may help you with these
questions.

About 300 years ago, Issac Newton deseribed the paths
that a body. would follow if it were given a sidewise (hor-

ontill) push. He pictured the body as being projected from
top of a mountain at V (Figure 4-1). Orbits from V ending

,at D; E, F, and G respectively are for bodies that were thrown
with increasingly greater horizontal speeds. Newton theo-
rized that if the body were given enough horizontal speed,
it would continue to move all the way around the earth, as
in A. In other words, the body would go into orbit:

How much horizontal speed would -be necessary -to put
the body into orbit around the earth? An activity can help
you begin finding out. Work with two partners. You will need
the following equipment:

. .

1 forte measurer, with thick blade and 0710 newton scale
1 ball holder, ,with 2 bolts and 2 wing nuts
'1 steel ball,

1 meterstick

is

Chapter 4

Figure 4-1

'?!

. 35
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ACTIVITY 4-1. Fasten the ball holder to. the end of the thick
force-measurer blade. Zero the scale. Hold the force meas-
urer at the edge of the ble in a spot where the steel ball
can be- projected with t hitting other objects. One partner
should hold the force measurer securely to the table,
second partner should operate the force-measurer bi , and
the third person should mark the spot where the ball hits.

Ball holder
level

.

36 CHAPTER 4

ACTIVITY 4-2. Mark the spot on floor directly under the
tip of the force-measurer biro . Put a steel ball In the holder
and apply a 2-N force to the blade. Mark the spot where the
ball hits the floor. Measure the distance between the' two
spots and enter the measurement. In Table_4-1. (You may wish
to gdt an average measure for the 2-N trial.)

Ball holder

I.
1

mark sPot ureMeasdistance.
. Mark spot,.

ekt:',1:,
,

J
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-kW No.
Forec

(in newtons)

::-

Distance ,
(in meters)

I 2 .

3
.

6 ,

.

.
.

_

5 10
,

Table 4-1

ACTIVITY 4-3. Apply forces of 4-N, 6-N, 8-N, and 10-N to the
steel ball. Measure the distances and enter the measurements
In Table 4-1. Remember to keep the force-meatrer's blade
tip over the spot you marked (7)6 the floor.

While the ball is supported in the holder, the holder
pushes upward on the ball as stNrongly as gravity pulls down-
ward. Figure 4-2A shows this'. As soon as the ball leaves the
holder, as in 4-2B, the force of t7,

oravity is unopposed, and
the ball falls.

1

) 5o.

Flo r

Figure 4-2
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04-1. Did the hotizontal distance the ball traveled before
hitting the floor seem to depend on the amount of force

.applied?

04-2. What do you think would happen to the ball if you

applied more and mote horizontal force?

-The horizontal distance the ball travels through the air
depends on how much force you apply, and you may also
suspect that the horizontal distance 'traveled depends on how

lOng the MI

043 . :How does the length of time it takes tge ball to reach
the floor along trial path 1 compre with the length of time'
along trial paths 2, 3, 4, and 5? e

It is difficult to be suie abt-iut your awver, isn't it? But

there is a way you can check. Get another steel ball from

4he-supply table.

Ball holder on
end of blade

-

ACTIVITY 4-4. Remove the blade from the face measurer,
and refasten it so that it points in the opposite direction.

CHAPTER 14

Steel ball in each
end of holder

_

ACTIVITY 4-5. Put a ball in each end of the holder. Have one

partner hold,the force Measurer firmly, on, the table. Pull the

blade back a small amount and release. Listen carefully for

-.the sound of the balls !tilting th floor.

51
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04-4. Did the balls strike the floor .at about the same time?

v,

ACTIVITY-Try pulling the blade back different amounts.
But don't pull it back more than about 3 cm from the zero
position.

You probably noticed that one ball fell almost straight
down to the floor, but the other went out and then down,
following a longer path before it 'hit.

[14-5. pid the distance that the one ball was projected make
any diterence in the time it took to reach the floor?

04-6. What does this activity suggest about the time it takeS
for the ball to reach the floor along the various paths in
Activity 4-3?

1:14-7. So far as you can tell, does the time to reach the floor
depend on ho'W fast the ball is moving horizontally?

04-8. Does tfhe time of flight seem to depend on thehori- ,'--.7=-:,-::::::-------.-

..
-,-:---- -----

zontal distande that the ball moves? -. --- -.
i , -..

,

I
, . ,
'',. ...

04-9. What two motions does the ball have after the force , , N N., , ,
, ,, , ,

is applied? 1 , .
I , ,

,
I , , ,

,
,
,, , I , ,i ,

1 1 la iD
.

3 cm
maximum

From this activity:4 appears that, the fOrce or gravity
always acts to move the ball downward. This downward
motion iS independent of (not affected by) the horizontal
motion of the ball. In other words, the force applied to
project the ball horizontay has no effect on the force of
gravity. That's why it takes the ball the same length of time
to fall to the floor, whether it falls straight down or along
a curved path. As long ds the ball falls from the same height,
the time of fall will be the same. (See Figure 4-3.)

52
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411111
Steel ball
and glass marble
In holder

I *(01.11) ;4=1 :1 hi
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One other thing about falling bodies. Does the time or
fall depend on the mass of the object? Get a glag' marbk
the same size as the steel ball, and do the following activity:

ACTIVITY 4-7. Put the glass marb -41nd the steel ball In th
holder and launch them as before. isten for the sound as
they hit the floor. Try changing them around so that each one
is projected and each one is dropped.

The steel ball has more than twice the mass of the glass

04-10. Did the masg of the ball make a difference in the
time of fall?

The scieittO Galileo made measurements on falling bod-
ies. He found that near the earth an object will fallialmost
5 meters in one second. If you would like to know more
about Galileo's Work, do Excursion 4-1, "Time to Fall."

PROBLEM BREAK 4-1

Your job is to figure out how fast you would have to propel
an object to put it into orbit. This is called the orbiting speed-

. Use your knowledge of the way bodies move- and the forces
that act on them. You should enter the orbiting speeds for
the different artitudes of the satellite in Table 4-2 in your
Record Book.

: To begin the problem, yoU need to' find the orbiting speed
at the surfaCe of the. earth. Of coUrse, you realize 'that air
frictionWould slow an object at this low altitude. 'However,
yoU are only interested in what the speed would have to be.
To help you get started, do the following thought experiment.
' Suppese you moved your ball l4uncher to the shore of the
ocean on a daY when there Were no waves "to stop the ball.
As you increased the propelling force; the steel ball would

.go farther and farther before falling into The ocean. You

53
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know that the surface of the ocean is not really nat. It curves
downwaid with the curve of the earth..Suppose you could'
propel the ball fast enough so that its curving path was
exactly the same as the curve of the earth's surface (Figure
4-4).

Launching point

04-11. What would happen to the ball?

Figure 4-4
a

Near the earth an object will fall about 4.9 in in one
second. If you set your 'Imaginary launching platform at a
height of 4.9 m above the surfaccE and if the earth were fiat,
your ball would hit the earth in one sec,ond.no matter how
ar you threw it. But the earth is curvedit curves downwat4/
about 4.9 m for every 8 kM of distance around the surface.
Thus, an object traveling at a speed of 8 kni per second
wotild always remain at the same height ,above ,the surface
as your launching platform (see Figure 4-5).

8 km

Launch platform 4.9 m
above surface

Path of ball--"j" 1114
; 177

4.9/7?

Figure 4-5 41
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The thought experiment should have given you the orbit-
ing speed for a body just abdve the surface of the earth. Enter
this figure on the first line of Table 4-2 in your Record Book.

1:14.12. Would the orbiting speed be the same, faster, or
slower at a height 10,000 km above the earth?

If you had trouble with this question, you will discover
the answer as you complete Table 4-2.,

3,

Height of Satellite
Above Surface

(in km)

Fraction of Speed
at Surface of

. Earth

6

Orbiting Speed of
Satellite (in m/sec),

0 (at surface)i , 1..00 ..
,

160 0.99 "----,

.._

1000, 0.92

2,000 .0.86
i

3,000 - 0.82

.

7.

4,000 0.78

.--

5,000 0.74
.

- 6,000 ,

.

0.71

.

7,000 0.68
...

. 8,000 0.66
_

- 9,000 - 0.64 -::

. 10,000 0.63

,
. . .

'Consider this ihe same as 4.9 m above the surface.
e

NM
' 1:ot"-4-e-14q5.ts .44
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As you move farther out from the earth, the force of grav-
ity decreases. Thus, a body will not fall as far in one second;
At the lowest satellite orbit height, 160 km, gravity will be
0.99 of the surface value. At that height, an object will fall
0.99 of 4.C.meters in one secogd. This is slightly less than
4.9 meters in el e second. With this smaller amount,of fall
toward the earth the orbiting speed will have to be 0.99 of

--the -surfaCe -orbititig-speed -to -stay the -snme -distance from
the surface of the earth. Find thisamount and enter it on
the second line.of Table 4-2 in your Record Book.

-Figure the fraction of the surface orbiting speed for each
height., Complete ,the table by filling in these skeds.

The moon is a natural satellite of the earth. At a distance
from the earth of 60 earth _radii (380,000 km), the gravity
pull of the earth is much less than at the surface. The orbiting
speed of the moon is only about 0.-13 of the speed of 'a
satellite-dose !to the earth's surface:The last line that yon
filled in in Table 42 is the orbiting speed of the moon.

Even,300 years ago, Newton alized that 'an object could
not be orbited at the surface of the earth. The air drag would
sloW it tool much. But at an altitude 'of 160 km, the friction
of the air is .very small. This distance- is the parking orbit
that is uSed for satellites

_ Now let's sum up your knowledge about the motion of
-an object above the earth's surface.

I. The time that it takes an object to fall to the earth is
not dependent ,on the body's, horizontal speed or its
mass. The time of fall does depend on. the force of
gravity (Figtire 4-6).Near the surface of the earth, the

-P'force of gravity causes a body' to fall 4.9 m in one
)--second.

Large mass

r

,xf..:

A

Small mass

f

time to fall
ia the same.

-----

Time to
tall.is the
same.

Figure 4-6 CHAPTER 4 43
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2. The atmosphere near the surface of the earth exerts a
force on a moving object. The air particles rub against
the object and slow it. The friction of the particles
agairlst the object produceS,heat. As the moving object
gains altitude, the atmosphere becomes thinner; fewer
particles are there. Thus the frictional force .is less, and
thero is less drag .on the .object (Figure 4-7). For the
Saturn-Apollo rockets, air_ drag is enough to cut down
the speed of the rocket at first-stage engine shut-down
by about 460 In/sec from what it would be if there were
no air drag at all. However, the rocket continues to
climb rapidly upward because of its mighty thrust.

. 3. The force of gravity, which you investigated in Chapter
3, makes _it hard for the rocket to get aw.ay from the
earth. This force is an -extremely 'important- one
throughout space, as the effect is felt not only from the
earth but from the moon and other heavenly bodies as
well. Near the surface of the earth, gravity exerts a large
force on a body. As the body goes away from the earth's
surface,, the force of.gravity decreases (Figure 4-8). For
example, at a point 6,5.00 km above the earth's sur-
face (about twice( the distance from the center of Ihe
earth to the surface), gravity 'force is only 4 what it- is
at the earth's surfici.

Figure 4-8

Force of gravity

If you would like tc; find 'out more about gravity and its
effect' otobjects, try Excursion 4-2, "The Falling Applc."
,;:z The fork_ of gravity on an object is called the objeci's

:weight. The data in Table 4-3 illustrates ,how the weight of
. an object changes is it gets tarther from the earth's surface:

7
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04-13. Using the data in the table and the grid in Fjgure
4-9,in your Record I3ook, draw a graph of the change in
weight with increased distance from the earth's surface.

Table 4-3

Distance from
Earth's Surface

(in km)

Weight of Object
Exerting 1(X) N

at Surface

_

0 100

100
1

97

200 94

500 86

1,000 75

1,500 66

2,500 52

3,500 42

4,500 34

5,500 . 29

6,500 25

7,500 21

8,500 18

Use your graph to answ'er the next two cwestions.

E14-14. At what distance from the earth's surface is ihe
weight (50 N) of' what jt is at the surface?

04-15. At what distance is the weight i.(25 N) of what it
is at the surface?

I,
,

5 8
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Notice that queAon 4-15 could'he answered ,in two ways.
It does not state -from what" the distance is to be measured.
If you did Excursion 4-2, yoti khow that the force of graVity
acts as if all the mass were concen.trated at the center of each
body. To really compare the forces of gravity, you should
add the distance to the center of the earth (the earth's radius)
to your distance from the surface. The distance to the cemer
of the earth is 6,371 km (Figure 4-10). Add this to the dis-
tance in question 4-15.

04-16. At-..what distance from the center of the earth is the
weight 25 N (if of what it is at the surface)?

v

he force of the earth's gravity gets smaller and smaller
as a rocket speeds away from its surfa6e. However, this force,
even ,though small, continues to exist.

If there is no place where the earth's .gravity is zero, it
seems reasonable to conclude that a rocket shot straight up
will eventually fall straight back to the earth. How, then! can
it be put in orbit around the earth? As you have found, it
is necessary to give it a horizontal shove to get it into orbit.

It's no fun just to get in a car and drive around the neigh-
borhood. You like to go somewhere, to take trips, to see
things. The same is true in ,space travel. The tirsrspace flights
were concerned with the problem of ,cia.liin2 away from the
earth and getting into orbit. Once .this Ikas mastered, there
was the desire to go places.

Force Of gravity

1
adiusR

6,371 km

EARTH

Figure 4-10

TO THE MOON

Let's start with a rocko on the pad, and follow it all the
way on a journey into deep spaCe. This will help sum up
all the ideas that have been developed in this unit.

04717. For the rocke.t to lift on- the pad, how must the thrust
force compare with the weight force of the loaded rocket?

60
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rj4-18,1 _low will the amount of thrust produced by the

engines at ground level compare with the thrust at higher
altitudes?

04-19. As the rocket rises faster and faster, what force op-
posing its motion will increake to a maximum and then de-

crease?

E14--20. Allat -other force_ Opposes the rocket motion and
decreases as the rocket gets farther from the earth?

'You-recently 'found that an ohject just above the surface
of the earth would have to traval 8 km per second in order

to sfay the same distance from the earth.

04-21. How many -per hour-*8 km per second?

Just above the surface of the earth, the force of gravity

is large and the atmosphere is thick. Both of these factors
act against the rocket.

The pull of gravity and the thickness of the earth's atmos*-
phere decrease as .'you go-away from the earth's surface.
With less gravity, spacecraft far above theearth don't need

toltravel as fast as those at lower altitudes to stay in orbit.

212,The time needed.for a satellite to go once around

in o 1ij -is. the period of that satellite.. What is the earth's
period as a Menke of the sun?

N\
[14-23. How many.. conds WOuld it take for the object tray- .

ding at 8 km per Second to make one trip around the earth?

(The circumference of the earth is about 40,000 km.)

04-24.- What effect would-a higher orbit have on the period

of a spacecraft?

rotInd-Perioct4
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Not only does the speed of a body deCrease as it orbits
farther from the earth, but the body also haslarther to travel.
So the peiii4L gets greater (it takes longer to go around)
because of a slower speed and a greater distance. A spaceship
orbiting at an altitude of 161 km has a period of just under
90 minutes, and it travels at almost 8,000 meters per second.
The moon, a natural satellite of the earth, has a period of
27i days. At its distance-380,000 kmit takes the moon 27A
daYs to orbit the earth: And because of decreased gravity,_
the moon's-speed is only about one eighth the speed of the
spaceship that closely orbits.the earth. ,

If you would like to take a further look at satellite orbits,
do Excursion 4-3, "Orbiting Syncom." 4.:40'111J;i41 r,14

Let's get back to our rocket -ship. Putting a satellite into
orbit involves five steps. Figure_4- l I illustrates these steps. Figun, 4-11

4. Orbit injection
......... .

3. Coasting path

\ ..
2. illt started here :

. 'N,,,::.
1. Vertical rise

5. Orbit path

49
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Less than
orbital speed

Figure 4-12

Exactly at
orbital speed

At speeds from 8 km/sec to I I km/sec (28,800. km/hr
km/hr), the orbit will be elliptical. The greatest

I. The rocket rises vertically from the pad.
2. After rising some distance vertically, it is tilted.
3. It climbs on a curving path to orbit height.
4. As the rocket reachV the necessary speed for orbiting,

the engines shut down.
5. It then moves along the circular orbit path. (The orbit

will be circular only if the rocket has exactly the right
speed. If it is less than the correct amount, the satellite
will come back closer to the earth. There it will encoun-
ter denser atmosphere, which will slow it even more
and eventually cause it to return to the earth or burn
up.)

It is now time for the rocket to head .out into space. How
can this be done? The key is more speed. A slightly greater
spled gives an elliptical orbit, but if the speed is increased
enough, the rocket will escape. into space. The following
figures and explanations will help to make-this clear.

At speeds less than about 8 km/sec (28,800 km/hr), the
object will reenter the earth's atmosphere and return to the
surface (Figure 4-12).

If the speed is exactly correct for the altitude of the objeet,
a circular orbit will be the lesult. At an altitude of 161 km,
_this speed is just under 8 km/sec (Figure 4-13).

, , speed will be clsest to the earth (perigee). The slowest speed
will be 'farthest from the earth (apogee). (See Figure 4-14.)

/ ,
,
I

.

,
, ,

, .,-

Figure 4-13
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If a speed of greater than II kin/sec (40,0(X) km/hr) is
reached, the object will escape the.gravitational pull of the
earth. It will head for outer space (Figure 4-15). This neces-
sary speed is given to the- Apollo spacecraft by a "burn" of
juSt under 6 minutes of the third-stage booster. This addi-
tional force increases the speed just over 3 km/sec.

If the spacecraft leaves its parking orbit around the earth
at just the right time, it will head for the moon. It will be
on a "free-return path." This means that with only slight
corrections, it will swing around the moon and head back
to the.earth. Figure 4-16 diagrams this path 'which looks like
a huge figure 8.

V

Figure 4-1 5

5

No rocket power is needed on this free-return path to and
from the moon. The spacecraft would continue this figure-8
path indefinitely, swinging first aroUnd the moon and then
around the earth.

Here are the steps needed to get the free-return path to
and from the earth to the moon (Figure 4-16).

1. Lift-off and insertion in parking orbit
2. Parking orbit around the earth
3. Insertion in free-return path .to the moon
4. Free-return path to the moon
5. Capture by the. moon's gravity and half-orbit around

the moon

X

I.

/ To outer space

Figure 4-16
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6. Leave the moon's gravity and head back to tk earth
on free-return path

7. Capture by the earth's gravity and half-orbit around the
earth

04-25. lf a spacecraft is to sT in a moon orbit for a while,
what must be done?

(114-26. What must be done for a spacecraft to leave a moon
orbit and get back to 'the earth?

If the craft _is _to _return to _the surface of_the earth, its
direction (point 6, Figure 4-16) must be changed a little.
Instead of entering an earth orbit (point 7, Figure 4-16), the
craft heads closer to the earth into the upper atmosphere.
Its speed at the time it enters the atmosphere is about
11 km/sec. This high speed must be 'decreased ,to below
8 km/sec before the craft can come back to the earth's sur-
face. The atmosphere makes this slowing down possible.

As the spacecraft begins to hit air particles, it pushes them
out of the way.

04-27. When a force is applied to move someihing some
distance, what is done?

04-28. When work is done, what else is involved?

Some of the motion energy of the spacecraft is used to
move air particles aside. Thus, the craft is slowed down. And,
of course, as the air particles are pushed out of the way, they
rub against the spacecraft. This causes friction (dritg), slow-
ing the vehicle still more.

0 .111

0 ?
0 0o --s,

a.'
0 .1.0 "06, 0.

701500,306-o
.,.::;',....-...... 0_
1- 74...'-. 'a:--. *..'.:.. .4:1.49.-00eo ocge.

"14! 04-29. When friction drag is present, what happens`
,

to the
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At the enormous speed of a spacecraft, a huge amount of
heat is produced, so much that the craft and its occupants
would burn up without some kind:of heat shield. You may
recall that it takes heat to melt or boil a material. Perhaps
the heatsthat would otherwise do damage can be sidetracked
by using it to melt and boil a coating on the outside of the
spacecraft. With such a material as a 'heat shield, the heat

-
energy would be used up as it gradually meltebl and boiled
.the coating away and the occupants could stA,7 cool. Such
a material is nOw used on the outside of spacecraft. and it
doesn'i harm the .vehicle as it burns up. It just gets rid ot'
the heat. If you woualike to know more about this process,
called ablation, do Excursibn 4-4, "Losing Heat.-

You have found out some things about rockets and .their
operation.'You' have also found out about travel in- space..
Who knows? You might be an active member of a space
team to the moon some day.

Before going on, do Self .Evaluation 4 in your Record Book.

:i b I
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Creating Craters Chapter 5

Until the time of Galileo, people thought the kurace of the
moon was smooth. They.believed the pattern y' dark areas
on the moon's surface was like a stain_or_tar6sh.

When Galileo looked at the moon through his telescope,
he decided that the-surface was not smooih. He helieve1.1 the
shadows and light spots were valleys and mountains similar
tO those on the earth. He thought the large dltrk areas were
wate7.

6.8
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.55
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In Galileo's day, kientifie writing was done in Latin. The
.Latin name for sea _is mare (pronounced "mali-ray").. This
word is still used on many charts-of the moon today. The
Apollo I I astronauts lamied on Mare Tranquillitatis (in
English, the Sea of Tranquility).

Galileo also saw shapes 'that,. looked like the craters (4
volcanoes. Some of these hadyong, light-colored streaks radi-
ating from them far out over the surface of the moon. The
streaks became known as rays. Some of the craters were
given names. They were named for famous men;.like Gali-
leo, Copernicus:and Kepler.
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Few peoplc who lOoked at themoon from the earth cOuld
see the things that Galileo'Aescribed. One-of the diffiCulties
with looking at a surface, frOm far away is that it is so hard'
tO see feptures'is they reany are. Everything.seems flat: r

There are solue very tall mountains on the rpoop. Some
are as high as the,tallest.earth mountains. Distance great
effect-on hoW.highythey Appear to be.

E)5-1. If you were to look back.at the rth from:far Out
in, space, would you be able to see-the h i t of its moun-
tain's?

'6.4V0.6V
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Figure 5-1 shows an astronaut's view of a 11100n mountain.
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A great deal, has been learned about the .moon since
Galileo's time. More photographs, plus rocks and soil, 'have

been sent back from orbiting satellites and-brought back by"
men who have been there. Of course there are still 'many

things lo be Warned (Figure 5-2). ,

70

FIgure 5-1

Figure 5-2
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Scientists are particularly interested in finding out how the
moon's stirface became as it is. In fact, they are concerned
with how the moon came into being and llow its age is
related to that of the earth. Other questions about the moon
might include these:

I. Did the mobn start as a hot, melted globe of matter,
which then cooled down?

2. Was the moon once a part of 1:44.:---elarth---a fragment
that became separated from it long ago?

3. Was the moon built slowly out of\pieces of material
that come together as they moved thrbugh space around
the -earth, and the sun? , \

4. Has the moon always been cold and airless?
S. Were there evei any volcanoes there?

;For the rest of this unit, you will be studying some surface
atures of the moon. Some Comp.arisons will be made with

earth- features. These comparisons and some activities May
help you explain how the moon's surface got theway it is.

Begin your study by examining some moon 'and earth
photos. Figures 5-3 through 5-6 show craters and mountains
on the moon.
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Figure 5-5

. Figure 5-6
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05-2. What do you 'think, could have caused the craters
shown in Figures 5-4 and 5-5?

05-3. What might have produced- the groove that runs
through the crater in Figure -5-5?

.
You probably had reasons for the answers you gave ,to

questions 5-2"and 5-:3. But it's not easy to decide. It might
help to be able to examine features on the earth similar to
the ones shown, if there are any. the...
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There are various kinds of craters .on the earth. You know
what a crater isit's like a bowl-shaped hole. In the follow-
ing photos, you will have the opportunity to examine some
of these bowl-bottomed holes. As you do, see if you can spot
the differences in them. Perhaps this will help you later,
when you examine similar features on the moon's surface.

Many cinder cones, with craters in the.top, can be found
on the earth. This one is in Lassen Volcanic National Park.
Note the related lava flows. Also notice that there isa double
cone (Figure 5-7).
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Figure 5-7 Meteor Crater near Winslow, Arizona, has a raised rim.
Metallic fragments have been found around the rim. The
floor Of the crater is about 150 meters below the surrounding
ground. There are no other features like it in the immediate
vicinity (Figure 5-8).

Figure 5-8
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This is Crater Lake, a national park in Oregon. After
erupting centuries ago, the upper half of the volcanic moun-
tain collapsed into the center, forming a huge pit that tilled
with water. Just over the rim can be seen the. Ilat-topped
concof Wizard Island, a newer volcano that arose from the
old shell (Figure 5-9).

0.

'44,1101 kf, rr

. Wolf Meteorite Crater in Australia was discovered in 1947.
Notice the raised rim. The floor is below the level of the-
surrounding terrain (Figure 5,IQ).

-;

Figure 5-9

Figure 5-10
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An underground atomic blast was set off at a test site in
Nevada. The resulting .circular hole. is about 365 meters in
diameter. Notice how _material was thrown out. The crater
walls are quite sloping instead of vertical (Figure 5-11).
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Figure 5-12
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This active volcano in Alaska has a well-defin:ed crater.
The cone was built by former eruptions, but only steam and
gases are sent out now (Figure 5-12).
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What you've learned by examining features on the earth
can help you as you observe pictures of craters on the moon.
Perhaps you can develop your own model of how these
craters were formed. For instance, the presence of certain
materials around the rim of the Meteor Crater has caused
scientists to believe this crater and other on the earth were
cauSed by meteor impact. Now you see why it is called
Meteor Crater. Some of the fragments are metallie. It is

believed thcSe fragments could only have come front outer'
space. In addition,' some materials were finely powdered and
broken up, as if by a poWerful blow. Look again at Figure

5-8.

rIT SAYS: PROPERTY OF
MISS CHICKEN LITTLE..."

What you need now is an opportunity.to make your ow,
crater. oar

At first glance, moon raters most nearly resemble meteor
craters on the earth. Fig ire 5-13 shows one' of each.,
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You can see for yourself how craters like these are formed.
Remember, however, that a real meteor striking a surface
would be traveling at a very high speed. Your activity can
only approximate what would really happen ir a high-speed
meteor struck the moon's surface. You will need the follow-
ing equipment:

I aluminum pan
1 sheet of newspaper
1 small steel ball
1 meterstick
Sand
1 floodlight or unshaded bulb
1 small glass marble
1 meter of thread
Tape 4.

ACTIVITY 5-1. Ley the sheet of newspaper on the floor. Place
the pan in the center of the newspaper. Pour sand Into the
pan to a depth of about 3 cm. Smooth the sand with your
hand, but do not shake the pan .or pack the sand down.

3-

N.

ACTIVITY 5-2. Attach the thread to the ball with a small piece
of tape.

ACTIVITY 5-3. Hold the ball 50 cm above the sand. Leave
some slack In the thread so that when you release the ball,
it won't be jerked back.

r
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ACTIVITY 5-4. Drop the small steel ball into the sand from
the- 50-cm height. Gently lift the ball straight up out of the
sand. Then examine the crater that was foimed. Use the
floodlight to illuminate the crater from the side at different
angles. Measure the diameter of the crater.

II
--/

50 cm

054. What is the diameter of the crater?

05-5. Was material thrown "out of the crater aS the object
hit?

n5-6. Is there a raised rim around the crater?

05-7. Is the floor of the crater below the- level of the sur-
rounding surface?

05-8. How many times greater is the diameter of the crater
than-the diameter of tlie ball?

When the ball hits the sand, it does work on it to move
it out of the way. To do work, a..body must have energy.

From your past experience, you may recall that the .encrgy
of a body in ibotion depends on -its mass (the quantity of
matter) and its speed (how fast it is travehng). You .can test
the effect of these factors by varying them, one at a time,
and measuring the diameter of the crater formed. First, try
changing the mass. You have already used the, steel ball, so
now you can ustl the glass marble. CHAPTER 5 65
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k+ ACTIVITY 5-5. Smooth out the sand, but do not pack It down.
Drop the glass marble from the same 50-cm height. Remove
the marble and measure the diameter of the crater.

Glaas marble

I :uJ1 ;si kl
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05-9. What is the diameter of the crater?

05-ib. Compare the size of the Crater formed by the glass
marble with that formed by the steel ball.

The mass of the steel ball is more than twice that of the
glass marble. Although you could not measure how -Much,
you probably noticed that more sand was removed by the
impact of the steel ball.

Next, try varying the speed. Two simple rules will help
you in making this test.

1. Objects of the same size when dropped from the same
height fall at the same speed, no matter how heavy they
are. Excursion 4-1, "Time to Fall," should help you
understind this statement.

2. A body hits at a greater speed if it is dropped from
a greater height.

Rule 1 means that the steel ball and the glass marble fell
at equal speeds in Activities15-4 and 5-5. Rule 2 will enable
you to lest the effect of speO on ctater formation.

9
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ACTIVITY 5-6.
It down. Drop
1 m. Measure
ball.

1 t ;.,-,,:s'",,.(v,
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Smooth out the sand again, but do not pack
the steel ball into the sand from a height of
the diameter of the crater after removing the

05-11. What is the diameter of the crate!?

05-12. Compare the size of the crater formed by dropping
the ball from 1 m with ,the one formed by the 50-cm drop.

Your investigation sfiould have shown that both the mass
of the object and its speed have an effect on the size of the
crater that is formed. Most meteors that haVe been studied
are composed of generally similar materials. They were not
as different as your steel ball and glass marble. Therefore,
an increase in mass would mean a meteor of greater diatne-

ter. :

You probably found that ttic diametertof the crater was
about three limes greater than the' diameter of the steel ball.
You probably also fotuid that the dizimeter of the crater
increased by about l times with an increase in the speed

of the object (caused in this case by the greater height from
which the ball was dropped). At the enormous speeds at
which meteors hit the surface of the earth, geologists estimate
that the diameter of the crater forMed is usually about twenty
times the diameter of the meteor! ,

05-13. If the meteor crater is about 1,200 meters in cliame-

ter, what do you predict was the diameter of the meteor that

created it?

f
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An object so large and traveling at a high speed must have
created a blast like an atomic bomb. The terrific heat gener-
ated by the energy if impact vaporized part of the earth's
surface and part orthe meteor. Perhaps you noticed the
similarity of the crater formed by the underground atomic
blast (Figure 5-11) and the Arizona, Australia, and Quebec
craters. Scientists believe impact explosions made them all
look somewhat alike.

You, wilLbe investigating other kinds of surflice features
shortly. But perhaps you would like to know.why the flood-
light was used to illuminate the craters you formed. The next
activity will show you the reason.

/°Illrpli. A

(
4001111110/0Aer /

//;\ 411.11111

ACTIVITY 5-7. Form another impact crater in the sand by
clopping a steel ball. Close to the crater, make a circular hill
by pouring some extra sand 'onto the surface. Light the area.
from the side with the floodlight.

05-14. Describe the aPpe rance of the hill and the crater
when lighted from the side.

tkiz-

68 CHAPTER 5
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ACTIVITY 5-8. Move the floodlight so that it shines straight
down on the hill and the crater.

05-15. In what way did a change in the angle of.lighting
change the.appearance of the features on the sand surface?

Si
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Observers of the moon have found that they can tell much
,

more about the features if the hght comes from the side.

The depths of craters and heights of mountains are more
clearly defined than with lighting from above. The lbllowing
figures illustrate this.

f
9

Both photos are of a large cratier on the far side of the
moon. Figure 5-14.was'inade with the. sun.overhead. Figure

5-15 had the sun shining from the side. Notice how the

details show up in Figure 5-15.

0

Figure 5-14

Figure 5-15

CHAPTER 5 69
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05-16. F om which dire-ction was The light coming in Fig.:
ure 5-15, atiove-or below?

.. .

Many craters on the moon do not have sharp rims. They
look as if they have been worn down or eroded since they
were. formed. YOE, cars make this happen with your sand

,.crater. .

,./
1 _ . .

ACTIVITY 5-9.-Fonn'a shaip crater-by droppkg a steel ball
, kóm iv-14n helight. Lift tht ball out. Then light the crater

fiSm Hie side to observe t ii-rim, Sprinkle a small amount
, ,

.. cittitand-on,and.faround the crater. Then observe the crater, .
.,. -

rin it"
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05-17.,Descrihe'ihefeOct 4 the sand's falling on ,the pm
of th rater? ,. - . .

,
.

There 1.,no WeAther on the moon's skirface, That is, there
- 9 -..n.

is no rairl, snow, oriind. With no \ve4thsr,you Would expect
the surface to stay sharp,andscleari.,Bnt .sciiists believe the
m n, is constantly bombarded ltZparticle4om"space.

.1. ::. ..,1

:.

4 ..,j,
I

.05-10: 'How would- constant bombanlment of small- par*,
cles affect the sharyn'ess orihe.thOonfeatures? ..-`.... ... , .

A t ?A

. EJ 5 -1 ft ..lu p p d's e alarge object struck the surface pear a
crater. 'What 5do you' preclitt would hap-pod? ..,, , e .:,..

°

7 , Now chefIc your precliction.
b
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ACTIVITY 5-10. Repour the sand so that it is not packed down.
Drop a steel ball from 1 m to form a crater. Lift it out and
then drop it again.close enough to the first to form overlap-
ping Ratda. Light the craters from the side.

4

\f/
Irffolirr

a

05-20. Was material thrown from the second crater into the
first?

,

05-21. Suppose you didn't know which crater was formed
first. Could you tell, by the.overlapping pattern, which`crater
'is the dlder and which the younger? Explain your answer.

PROBLEM BREAK 5-1

In the.moon photo shown in Figure 5-16, thefe are several
crater_s and hills. Make a rough sketchin figure-5-17 of your
Redord Book, identifying the hills with a small h and the

craters with a small C. If you can identify thCoverlapping
craters, put a) on:the one that was formed first, a 2 on the
one that came next, and a 3 on the youngest one.-
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,Figure 5-17

Figure 5-18

Galileo and other scientists who studied the moon long
ago saw that some cratei-s looked very different from others.
Streaks of light-colored material seeined to branch out from
thm. Opp of the best known groups of these craters is shown
in Figure 5-18. The large crater Copernicus is at the right

_edge in the phOto. Kepler is to the 'left of Copernicus, just
right of ceifter. Aristarchus is to the left of cen.ter and above
.Copernicus :Ind Kepler.
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You probably noticed that the streaks, which arc called
rqys, go out from the crater like spokes of.a whet,. They
cross the dark surtice areas and other craters. A closer look
at part of the area might help. Figure 5-1.9 is a closer view
of Aristarchlis, showing the rays in more detail.
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Figure 5-20 is a still closer look at Aristarchus. Notice what
appear to be ripples ih the surface material.
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05-22. Where do the materials that form the rays seem to
have cony from?

05-23. Why do you think the rays arelighter colored than
the surrounding area?

Question 5-23 is difficult..But a little thought might help
you come up with a good answer. You probably said that
the fay materials seem to have come from the crater: This
means that they came from below the surface of the moon.
Perhaps you should make a closer examination of the craters
you formed by dropping the steel ball. For a better approxi-
mation of the moon',s sth-face, use a different substaace in

--the pan. Get any of the following materials that .yOu need
(you may still have the first four items):

1 aluminum pan .-
1 sheet of newspaper
1 small steel ball, with thread attached

meterstick
Bentonite poWder
.Rottenstone:

0

0

74 CHAPTER 5

ACTIVITY 5-11. Spread the newspaper On the floor, and place
the pan in the center. pour the bentonite into Me pan lb a
depth of about 2 cm. Drop the steel ball from 1 m, observing
the crater as it forms.

05724. Was material thrown out ofr-ttre" crater?

05-25. Did it, form a ray systein of a different -color than
the surface?

Apparently, something happened on the Moon to cause'
the material cm the surface to be darker than the material
under the surface. The same thing did nbt happen with the
bentonite..What could have darkened the surface of the

\
_moon?

You know that the mothi has no weather conditions as we
know them on the earth, and it has no air.
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With no atmosphere to cut down thc light from the sun,
the moon has much more intense sunshine. The radiation
also lasts for a longer moon day. CoUld it he that the various
rays from the sun have a darkening effect on the moon's
surface? You can see whether t hey', have a similar effect here
on earth. You will need the following.things:.

I square of light-sensitive paper (protected from light until
ready for use)

Coin, key, and other opaque objects

ACTIVITY 5-12. Lay the light-sensitive paper on a window
ledge or other:spot where it can receive bright sunlight. If
It Is an overcast day, use the fltiodlight. Lay a key, a coin,
and other objects on the paper,. Let them remain for several
minutes.

Light rays af.4 darken sortie materials. The effect of solar
radiatioyrthe .mo6n's surface might account for a dark-
ening,of 'the ,toprayer. The top layer protects the material
nderneath from the sun's rays. Thus, thc underlying mate-
,
nal should be lighter in cblor. You can see for yourself what

-tappen's when a meteor strikes such a surface.

05-26. ,Describe,the paper after several nli-nutes have passed
ana tne objects limve bteu "removed.

"

4

Rottenstone

ACTIVIT"( 5-13. Smooth the surface of the bentonite. Lightly
shake the rottenstone over the surface so that4 a thin, even
layer is formed.,This dark layer represents the surface,of the
moon, darkened by solor radiation: Now drop the steel ball
from 1-tn height.

2 .
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05-27. Describe your observation of the criiter that formed.

F15-28. Do the rays that are formed resemble the ones from
certain craters on the moon?

The rays on Your model of the moon's surface probably
don't extend very far. The ones on the moon seem to eon-
tinue for very long distances. Some thought about the condi-
tions on the moon as compared with those on the earth
should help to explain this difference.

05-29. How does gravity on the moon compare with that
on the earth?

(D5-30. How would air resistance on the moon compare with
that on the earth?

If you arc not sure of your answers to the last two ques-
tions, try Excursion 5-1, "Less Force."

It is .believed that when large meteors hit the moon and
formed craters such as Aristarchus, Copernicus, and Kepler,
many pieces of the meteors and of the moon were thrown
ot.g of the crater. The speed at which this material was
thrown Mnst have been 'tremendous. With no air resistance
and Much less.gravity than on the earth, some of these parti-
cles left the moon arid went, into space. Some are known
to have beensaptyred -by the gravity of the earth..:
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If you lOok closely at the rays extending from the crater

Kepler, you can see they consist of many small craters (Figure
5-21). Each of these is surrounded by ejected dust. This dust
sometimeS forms in dunes like sand dunes on the earth.

Sand dunes on the earth are formed by the movement Of
sand by water or air.

05711. Are dust dunes on the moo1,1 Formed in the same
way as the sand dunes on the earth? Explain your answer.

Apparently many of' the large eraterg on the moon were
formed by meteors. This does not mean that other things,

like volcanic action, could not haVe formed craters_ There

may be examples of other kinds of craters in areas that you
have not yet examined. But from your observations of lea-.

tureS 'on the earth and a comparison with the moon's fea-,
tures, you probably agree with scientists that meteor impact

was a major cause of the large holes in the strifaee of the.

moon.

Before going on, do Self Evaluation 5 in your Record Book.
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Peaks and Flows

You have spent .most of your time looking at holes jn the
surface of the moon. Perhaps you noticed another feature
about these lunar craters that is unusual. Some of the large
craters have central peaks extending up from the' flat crater
floor. Figure 6-1 is a yiew of the crater Theophilus. The
central peaks (arrow) show very clearly. The crater is almost
100 km in diameter and approximately 6.5 km deep. The
central peak is more than 2,000 meters high. It compares
with the tallest mountain in the eastern United States.

Chapter 6

4 Figure 6-1

Scientists know that when a meteorite strikpg a surface. at
_high speed, a tremendous amount of heat is produced. They
believe both the surface'ftnd the meteorite melt. Thus, both
behave like liquids.. This liquid behavior .could certainly
affect the appearance of the, surface following the impact.
To see what effect may occur, you need to examine thc
behaviór of liquids,oti impact. To do this, you will peed the
following equipment:

medicine dropper/
jar or glass of Wdter

e
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Jarsof wnter

ACTIVITY 6-1. All the dropper ,w1th water. Hold It a short
distance above the jar of water. Let one drop of water fall,
watching the surface of the water in the jar carefully.

Repeat Aciivity 6-1 several times, watching the surface of
the watbr from different viewpoints.

D6-1. Describe the action of the surfaCe of the water as the
drop hits it.

.-Giving an accurate description was probably difficult. The
action occurs very fast. High-speed photographs have been
taken of a drop hitting the water's surface (Figure 6-2).

Figure 6-2

80 CHAPTER 6

Here is the sequence of events.

4- 1 . The drop nears the surface.
2. A crater forms as the drop hits.
3. The crater widens.
4. The crater flattens.
5. The edges of the crater floW back toward the center.
6. 'A central peak forms as the edges come back together.

Now find out what happens when a drop of water hits
the bentonite surface that represents the moon. In addition
to the medicine dropper and water, you will need the follow:.

ing:

I piece of cardboard
Bentonite
Rottenstone

so,

.4t.)



ACTIVITY 6-2. Spread a layer of bentonite on the center of
the cardboard. Have the layer vary in thickness from about

2 mm In one spot to just barely covering the cardboard in

another.

ACTIVITY 6-3. DI'S" very thin layer of rottenstone over all

the bentonite layer.

e

ACTIVITY 6-4. Drop water, one drop at a time, from the med-
Icine dropper onto the material on the cardboard. Have one
drop hit where the layer is thick. Have another hit where the

layer is thin.
Try to get at least one pair of overlapping craters. Save your

craters to help you answer the following questions.
.

, 3.4".
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NOT- SO-CMER/
OBSERVER

4

F16-2. Can you identify any cenitral peaks in the drop craters?

06-3. If your answer to question 6:2 is Yes, did the most
pronounced peaks form where the layer was thick, or thin?

6-4. Use what you learned in this activity to explain why
you think some craters on the Moon have central peaks and
others do not.

Not all the features that 'stick up from the floor of craters
are formed in the same way as the central peaks. For a
number of years, careful scientific obser-vers have sighted
what appeared to be glowing red spots in the region of the
crater Aristarchus (Figures. 5-18 and 5-19). In fact, the floor.
of Aristarchus is stirprisingly similar to that of Hawaiian
volcanoes. Therefore; .it is-believed some kind of volcanic
activity may. still be in progress on the moon.

. .
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Figure 6-3-shows a closeup of Aristarchus.--Note the fairly
.flat, ridged floor and the many dome-shaped hills.

In One type of volcano, solid material consisting of cinders, .
,kish, and rock is thrown out of a 'central opening. A simple
activity can show you what "type of. formation can be ex-
pected. Witt will need.the following equipment:

plaStic'straw
1 candle (or burner if available) and matches 1

.- .

82 CHAPTER 6

t" I pan Of sand
. 1 Sheet of newspaper

1 . floodlight

:Alt;
,
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ACTIVITY 6-5. Light the candle. Gently heat the straw about
1 cm from the end. Move it back and forth over the flame

as you heat it. When d starts to bend, remove it from the flame
and form a right angle bend as shown. Blow out the candle.

1

ACTIVITY 6-6. Lay the newspaper on the table, and place the
.pan -of sand on it. Push the bent part of the straw*under the
surface of the sand, with the bend pointing upWard. Gently

blow Into the straw. ,

The crater and mound that you have Just .formeduld i
look a bit like the one shown in Figure 5,-7 and another you ,

can see in Figure 6-4. However, there is one difference.
When a cinder cone'is formed, like that shown in Figure ,

6-4, a lot of' material is brought up from under the-surface. , \

1
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The cinaer cone of Paricutin, on*e of the few\ volcanoe's4K,
that have formed in modern titnes, is in Mexico. It began
tArow in a 'cornfield in 1943 and is now more than 400
ineteFs high (Figure 6-4).

Using the straw, you .may have found you didn't have
enough material.to be lifted by the air. Try doing the activity
,in a slightly different way.

Sand

,
ACTIVITY 6-7. BIOW lag) the'straw as before? but at the same
time pour sand from your hand into the crater. you will In
furnishing the material from above instead 'of underneath.
Continue blowing for a short time after you finish pouring.

,E16-5. flow does the sl4e of the cone compare with the
cinder cones in ,Figures 5-7 and 6-4?

064. Is the position of the crater in the mound similar?

.06-7. Is the shape of the crater 'Similar? -%

EJ6-8.-,-What.is the-position of the crater floor with respect,;7
to the surrounding area?

[M.?. What happened to the ejected material? /
Several cinder cones show on the far wall df the moon

crater Copernicus (Figure 6-5). There are alr/critters nearby

84 CHAPTER 6 Apt look different from those in the cones: The cone near
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the upper left cower -Shows rocks inside the crater and on
the outer slope:pi' the cone. The same features show in the
cone,at the,,bOltom.

In S9,11le earth volcanoes, melted rock builds up pressure
limier the ground. -It bulges the solid rock aboye it upward.

following activity \011 help you visualize what hap-
,

pens in such Qcase. You will need the fkAlowing equipment:

I pan of bentonite
balloon

1 plastic straw
-Cepophane tape

C'N

ACTIVITY 6-8. Fasten th balloCon to the straw with tape. Dig
a deep trench in the tonite, and lay the balloon in it, with 1
the other end of the straw over the edge of the pan. Cover
the balloon with benjonite, and smooth it down. Then blow
gently Into the straw.

.t.
Nii4'

Figure 6-5

1.1,;.1 & it

1
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06-10. 13.escribe the action of the bentonite as We balloon
expands.

An undergrotttflow Of molten rock, called magma, could
exert a lifting forCe like this on the moon's surface.,. This
could have caused the surface to become domed -anij
cracked. If the pressure of the magma were great enough,
the fluid lava could have flowed out through the cracks, or
fissures, and cormed pools, or flows,'on the moon's surface.
Successive...layers oflava_ could .have covered_the original
dome that was formed, creating a domed mountain.

.

- Notice the patt6rn of domes and ridges in the foreground
,

. .. (Figure -45-6)._ The -crater Marius is in tli upper right back-
., .- ground. The-domes are up to 16 km in diameter and almost

500 meters high. .Thry are similar to volcanic domes in
notitern Calif6rnia and,Oregon. The irregular ridges could

.., 'haveNbeen formed by lava flovtcing over the surfade.
,.;Largt ;areas of California, Oregon, and Washington ars,

covered With lava flowS frbm volcanic activity that'occutred
centurkslgo: W14n lava cools front its over 1000°C temper-
ature, it forms a rocky layer rich in mrinerals. en the earth;
this surface is Changed by weathering. No weathering process
takes place on the moon, b t t e Surfacebtcomes ,scarred,\, th
by meteor impacts and cover 4 with dust.'

. '. A,
: -

6-1,1. WhY is there . i10-4athering effect on the moon's
dace?86 CHAPTER 6
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Many of the dark sea areas on the moon look quit
smooth. Others, however, have domes, cones, .and rid
The seas look as if they might have,resulted from lava ftbw.
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Pigure 6-7 shoy6 the Marius Hills area of the largest ma*,
The Ocean of iq rms. Notice the domes and cones, some
of which are V ieved to be volcanic, Notice also the wrin-

.14ed ridges IV ning nearly continuously across the mare.

PROBLEM EAK 6-1
'V

One o e things that scientists have been.rhost interested
in is the relative age..pf .variOus :features on the moon. A
princi reason Or bringing baCks smples of rocks was to
be a to find out how old they are. It is felt that the age
of p of the moon might tell the age of the earth and also v)
ho cy both were formed.

t there are wav of telling the relative age of parts of

c---,ti

g
tge area containing seas, craters,. rays, and Mountains. A

moon without actually.oing there.. Figure 6-8 shows a

tter and number grid has been added to aid in locating
e .various featUres. Try..your band at deciding which fea-

tures are Oldest and which youngest. -

1 GO

Figure 6-7

4
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The following list identifies the featukes that 'will be.used
iir the dating.

I. C 5 is the brightly rayed cratir Copernicus.
2. E 3 is the unrayed crater Eratosthenes.
3.Q 4 to D 5 is the ghost crater Stadins.
4. E is the crater Wallice.
5. E 3 to G 1 is the`Apennine Mountains.
6. EF 1 to E 2 is the Sea ofilains tMare Imbrium).
7. F 3 to Fil is Seething Bar

Examine theThoto carefully for clues. For instance, you
will note that the bright rays from Copernicus extend across
the:figure in all directions. They even extend right across
Eratosthenes. Some.of the craters have very little dark mare

4

-. material in their floors; others are partly filled with it, like
Wallace, or completelf submerged, like Stadiqs.

The *black mare In terial comes' right up to the Apennine
MoUntains,.like wa s lapping on a seaShOre. In fact, if you

k at. the mooric rt,in your closroom, you will See that
thes -mountains e only part a a huge chain of mountains
that continue armind the Sea of Rains for almost a full circle.
It looks as if an extremely ,large, crater had been formed,
with the mountains as the rim of the crater,

7.
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Make a list of the seven features above, having the oldest

feature at the top of the list and the youngest feature at the

bottom. If you feel that you can't tell the difference in age

between two things, list them together (as ther_siine age). Use

all the avaiIable clues in making your decisi6ns. Then write

one sentence aboureach of your choices, telling how you

decided on its place in the list.

You have investigated th'e appearance of sonie of the big

features on the. .. ..................... .. .....

a possible explanation for the-way craters, peaks, and some

ridges were formed. It also may have helped you see "how

the relative agesof features op the moon are judged.

Before going on, do Self Evaluation 6 In syour Record Book.

THIS FEATURE
IS THE YOUNGEST

ONE YEt..

) \'`\

'1 02
CHAPTER 6 89
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A Dak on the Moon Chapter 7

Nr

Your spacecraft has been orbiting the moon while you've
examined its features from a distance. Now its time to de-
scend to the surface.

The.method of getting dpwn has been worked out. While
in lunar orbit, the lunar module (LM) separates from the
command module. One person remains in lunar Orbit in the
command module while the other two descend.in the LM
(Figure 7-1). Figure 7-1

Lunar
surface

LANDING PHASE

Vertical velocity 8 rn/sec

Vertmat
velocity
I MIsec.

,.

I

-07-1. From the observations you have made, list the things

JO, - . .,....::_. you might encounter at your landing site that could make
the landing difficult.

104
91
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Before leaving the LM, you wguld put on a heavy protec-,live suit.

07-2. With this heavy suit, it would be somewhat difficult
to walk around on the earth. Why would it be easier to walk
on the ,moon?

Su pose you stepped out onto the moon's surface just at
sunrise. How many hours of sunlight would yOu have to
inyestigate its surface? In other words, how long is a moon

-2-5day?
For most places on the earth, daylight usually lasts only

part of each 24-hour period. What is a moon day like? The
following activity can show you. Work with a partneriYou
Will- need the Tolibwing apparatus:

I floodlight
I large Styrofoam ball

small Styrofoam ball
2 T-pins
I. piece a cardboard

'44110.

4 J

'44

( ,4; TV14,dit-

4
+,.

°
4,444 4

ACTIVITY 7-1. Push the two T-pins up through the ca
at the positions shown. Push the large Styrofoam ball on
one pin, and the small ball onto the other pin. Mark an X
each of the balls with a prcil or pen.

105,
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ACTIVITY 7-2. Set up thesfloodlight about 1 m away on the

table or floor. Turn the bails until you have the X marks in

line and faclyrthe floodlight. ,

Th* lightipresents th.f sun. The large ball represents-the

arth and the small one the moon.
We know that the-same side of the moon always faces the

earth. Therefore, the X mark on the moon mint always be
toward the earth.

74.

When the earth rotates once, this represents a 24-hour day.

On your Styrofoam earthrthe large ballthe X would move

inicoplete circle during that period.

07-3. Row much orthe earth's surface could be seen from

the moon in this 24-h9ur period?

'.07-4. How much of the moon's surface would an observer

on the earth see during the 24-hour period?

07-5.. Would the side, of the earth that is toward the moon

, in Activity 7,2 be- sunlit, or dark (moonlit)?

074.-Would an observer on the earth see a full moon, a

half moon, or a new moOn (unlighted)?

The entire earth-moon system, as represented by the card-

board .and balls, rotates once. in 'rolation tc; ther sun every

29i dirys. So in a 'little over a week (seven earth days), the

system would make a iluarter turn.

106

Yt
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v. ACTIVITY 7-3. Turn the cardboard counter-clockwise as
shown. Remember the X on the moon must always point
toward the earth. 4,

LI -sum itie-ranibtrarct
The earth has rotated on its own axis (pin) a littk more than
seven times.
07-7. M seen from the- Styrofoam earth, how much of the
moon is lighted?

t, 07-8. As seen from a man at X on the moon, how much-

,

of the earth, is lighted?
II

sr-s

CHAPTER 7 -

. 14 turn .

araw'alP

-- ACTIVITY 7-4. In just over Seven days more, the earth-moon
system rotates another quarter, turn. Rotate the ca bCiard as
shown. The moon Is now closer to the sun, wp thie X still
toward the eadh.

" t
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CA7-9. As seen from the earth, how much of the moon is

now lighted? .

The moori in Activity 7-4 is called a new moon. Actually

it is not completely dark on the side toward the earth. An

observer can/make out virile of the larger features.

E117-10. Where does the light conic from that shines on the

face of the moon, making it slightly visible?

1..

If it weren't for this source of light, the face of the nw
moon would be completely black and invisible from the

earth.-

ACTIVITY 7-5. 1,19;Ze the earth-mOon system another quarter

turn. The X on the moon is still toward the earth.

07-11-. As seen from the earth, how mtich of the moon is

vlighted?'

.07-12. As seen from the moon, how much of the earth is

lighted?

The line down the face of the Moon where the light and

shadow .meet is called the terininalor. It is the line of either

sunrise or sunset.
.<, 108

114 turn
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ACT1VITY.7-6. Rotate another quarter turn back to the original
position.

-tf

1

96 CHAPTffi 7\

The complete circuit has taken. 29i. earth days. In other
words, the earth has revolved 29i times with respect to the
sun, while the whols. system turned once around. The X on
the moon still facei the earth.

[17-13. How Many times did the moon rotate with respect

(to the sun during the 29i day period?

. Rotation of the moon ,with'respect to the sun would be
counted by the number of timenn a given period the X faced
the sun. Remember that you started and ended with the X
facing the sun.

Here is one other thing to set the record straight. While
the earth-moon system is turning, it also niakes one complete
trip around the sun each 365i days. Figure 7-2 illustrates this.

You can duplicate this picture with your model system by
moving the cardboard earth-moon system around the flood-
light sun. The floodlight wduld have to turn to face Alke

:totating bodies at all -times. You are really dealing with a
solar system and an earth-moon subsystem. Check the fol-

.

lowing list of motions to be sure that you can visualize all
of them.

1.- The iarth-moon 'subsystem reVolves around4re sun
once every 365i earth days.

2. The-moon revolves around., the earth once evety
earth days

3.' The earth rotates on its axis on 4arth day (24
hours)

4. The moon rotates on its axis once every 24 earth days.

1 99
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(D7-14. How long is a moon day from one sunrise until the
next?

You can probably see now why everything was stated in
earth days. A moon day is an entirely different thing..You
cin also .see that if you land on..the moon at sunrise, you
will have ample daylight to matte' observations.

With the same side of the moon pointed toward the earth
at all times, an earth-based observer never sees-the other side
of the moon. But in orbit around the moon, there is an
opportunity to see and photograPh the other side in full

.sunlight. This has been done.
Perhaps you would like to take a side trip now. If so, do

Excursion 7-1, "An Excursion to the Far Side." .

.

'

AFTER THIS CNAPTEIR
I'LL-BE SPINNING!

It

MOOP
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Well, your time on the moon is .up. ,You must blast iaff
at the right moment to meet the command module that has
been orbiting. After joining up, you_discard your moon vehi-
cle and head back for the earth. There she is!

Before going on, do Self Evaluation- 7 In your 1)frrd Book:
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\Excursions

Do .you like to take trips, to try sometlOgl different, to see
new things? Excursions Can give you the chance:: In many
ways they resemble chapters. But chapters carry th main
story line. Excursions are side trips. "they may help you to
go further, they may help yob go into different material, or
they`may just be of interest to At). A some excursions are

* provided to help you understand di ult ideas.
Whatever way you ge there, after you finish an excursion,

you should return to yot r place in the text material and con-
tinue wi1)1 your 'work. These short trips can be interesting
and different.
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Newtons of Force

;

Look around you. Ev rything thaf you can see has0 force
acting:bn it. The chair, the desk, your books, even you and

your classmates are bei ig pulled toward .. the eenter of the

-earth.
Why don't you notice this pull?,Well, it's simply because,

this pull of grayity is balanced by -other forces. Your desict

pushes up 'on .this book, and the floor pu'shes upon yqur

chair, on your desk, and on the people in your Joom.\ As

long as the force on an object is balanced by an equal acJ
opposite force, the object remains ih its present state 6f
motion. Moving objects continue to niove; 'stationary objects

remain stationary.

Excursion 2-1

at What happens to an object when ail unbalanced force

(a force that is not:balanced by another force intheopposite
direction) acts on it?

f

0

Let's find out. SuppoSe one of 'your classmates drops a Figure 1

rubber ball, as shown. in Figure .,l.

02. What _happeps to the ball?

j 6 C: L-34 'ft ,1

1 7-rst

101
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03. M the 6a1l falls towardtthe floor, what happens to its
speed?

[14. When the ball hits the solid floor, what happens to it?

If you had a high-speed camera focused on the ball as
it hit the floor, you could see, in detail, what happens. Figure
2 diagrams this.

1 2 ,
- 3 4

) ..
0

.

.

r
_

.
, .

.
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4

Figtk* 2

,102. EXCURSION 2-1

I. The ball approaches, the floor.
2 The ball touches the floor.

, 3. The solid floor stops the bottom Of the ball. The rest
of the. All eontinues moving, and the ball is com-
pressed, or flattened.

4. The elastic ball material pushes on the floor and on
itself. Then it begins to regain its shape.

5. And it bounces upward,
,t

llow must the upward elastic force*on the, ball compare
with the force of gravity to make the ball bounce?

be. As the ball continues upward from the floor, what hap-
pens to its speed?

This coald all be summed up by saying, "An. unbalanced
force on 'an object causeS. a ,change :in its motion." .flutin
frame 3 of Figure 2, you see another effect_ of an unbalanced
force. A falling ball; stopped by the floor, changes its4hatie.
In this case, one part of an elastic object can't move, and
the unbalanced force of motion caiises the ball to, change
shape (compress, then expand).
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Measuring force by measuring changes in motion is usu-
ally difficult to do. Measuring the change in shape of an
.elastic object turns out to he .an easier way of measuring
force. Perha,ps you have used an ISCS force measurer before
and have seen its blade bend under a foece. It's worth look-
ing at again. You will need the following equipirttnt:

_.1-,force--measurer,.with _thin _and thick. blades_
4 sinkers
3 paper-clip hooks
I 0-1 newton scale
1 0-10 newton scale

0-1 newton scale

ACTIVITY 1. Put the thin blade on the force measurer and
insert the 0-1 newton scale. Set the force measurer on ttie
edge of the table as shown. Hang 3 hooks (opened paper
clips) onto the blade. Zero the scale by moving the card until
the zero mark lines up with the blade tip.

ACTIVITY 2. Hook sinkers, one it a timit, to the bottom clip,
reading thp force after each sinker is Atided. Keep adding
sinkers until the force is about 1 newton.

'Ti ; IktFiitti
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)07. Aboit.t how much force in. newtons did each siikcr
exert?

(18. How many sinkersdid it tale to.exert a force of abOtit
I newton?

11

The unit of force tile newton (abbreviated N)_was named
after the scientist Sir Isaac Newton, who stated thelaws of
motion 300 'years ago. It is the unit of force that will be used
throughout this course.

Notice that the force measurer behaved ac ording,o the
idea of an unbalanced force causing mocion. With no sinkers
on the blade, the reading was zero. When sinkers were
added, the blade moved down. Being elastic and fastened
at one end, the bladc changed shape as a result of the 'added
force.

0-10 newtons scale

WO.

ACTIVITY 3. Remove the sinkers and hooks from the thin
force-measurer blade. Replace the blade with the thick one.
Insert the 0-10 newton scale. Hang the three hooks oq th
Wade and zero th scale. Then put the same number of sink-
ers on the bottom hook that you found exerted a force of 1

newton. (See your answer to question 8.)

104 EXCURSION 2-1

09. What does the force measurer read?

010. How many-times more force can the thick,blade meas-
ure the the thin blade can?

.
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$uppose you wanted to go the other way and usethe force
measurer for forces only One tenth as great as those measured
with the thin blade.

UM What would you have to do?

You will be faced yip this mblem later on in Chapter 2.
And you will have atfOther problem tooupward forces.

.

CAL Describe how you would use the the force measurer
to measure upward Forces. 7

Well,.now you know .sornething about forces and what the
force unit is. Perhaps you would also tike to know a bit 'more
about the laws .of force and motion that Newton stated. In
simple terms, here is what he said. '

1. If all -the forces acting on an object are in balance, the
object 'will remain as it is.

2. If an unbalanced force acts ofi .an, object, the motion
of the -object will.change, The aniOunt that the motion
changes-wilr -depedd .upon 'how much force acts and
how massive the body is.

3. If one object exerts a force on a second object to change
its motion, then 'the second object exerts-an equal and
opposite foree on the first object _to change its motion.

You have already had some,,experienc" e 'with the first two
Statements. 'Your force measurer should have helped you see
how.they worked. The third,one, called the reaction principle,

is one of the main'ideasin ro-aets. The air, and water inside
the water rocket exert a force oh the rocket's inner walls. At
the same time, thesewalls exert an equal force on the water

118
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.3 and air. If for some mason the balance is lost, a change in
plotion or shape or both will occur.

013. If the nozzle is opened, will there be a balance of
forces?

I
_.

4.
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The Big Push Excursion 3-

The method of,giving a rocket the necessary push to get it
into the Ay is'based on ju§t one thingthrowing something
out the nozzle. The more that is thrown and the faster it

-is thrown, the greater push there will be.

e-*

inn MV

A force is produeed in the chamber of the rocket engine.
This force pushes material out the nozzle, producing a for-

ward thrust On the rocket. (See Figure 1.)NIChe thrust, F, is

equal to the mass, M, thrown out per second multiplied by
the spted, V, at which it-is thrown.

To .get material to shoot out rapidly, a large force must
be applied. You probably remember that when a force moves
matter,'work is done. In order to do work, energy is req*ed.

In the case of your water rocket, air pressure supplied the
force necessary to do work. Yon furnished the energy when

you pumped up the rocket. By building t1p the.air pressure,

you gave the air a form of potential energy.

01. What other forms of energy" might be used to make
matter shoot out of a rocket nozzle?

120

Figure 1
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One of the forms of energy that you listed should have
been heat..In your previous science work in Volumes I and
2 of 1SCS, youy developed a model that included some ideas
about energy and matter. See how well, you can recall those,
ideas.

,

[12. What is all matter composed Of?

03. All the different kinds of matter are made up of .one
or more-Dr the 100 or so kinds of basic particles. What ,Aire

Ythese particles called?

mical
are formed. Whète do the atoms in 'these new combinations
come from?

An element is composed of only one kind of atom. Com-
pounds are substances that are composed of two or more
kinds'of atoms.

EIS. Which of the following are formulas representing ek-
ments? Which represent compounds? H20; Li; CaC12;
HNO3;,N2; Fe.

EI6. Energy changes cause parlicle reairangements. Is it also
true that particle rearrangements can produce energy

r-changes?

Many rocket fuels are made up of hydrotarbon com-
pounds. These are chemical combinations of the atoms of
hydrogen and of carbon. Kerosine, a common rocket -fuel,
is a mixtur,e of these hydrocarbons. When the molecules of_

9. this fuel and pure oxygen react, their-paiticles come together
in new ways to form new substancesmostly carbon dioxide
(CO2) and- water (H26). When this chemical change takes
place in the combustion chamber of the -rocket, the energy
stored in .the chemical compounds is released as heat. (See
Figure 2.) , ,

When kerosine is burned .with pure oxygen, the tempera- .

ture in the ,rocket bhamber, is about 3 C. With hydrogen
as the fuel, the temperature is highe till.

q;11P141' 4.4 .11'1' 14 ,,,,.,), I .(1x .
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Liquid oxygen
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'You may remember investigating in ISCS Volume 2 how

'.heat 'affects the particles of matter. These investigations
showed that as heat is added to a substance, its temperature
increases. And as sthe temperature increases, the'particles of
the substance vibrate and move around with more and more

speed. The final effect is expansion of the substance.
In the rocket' engine;_ a great deal of 'heat s set free as

the-fuel burns. The partieles of reactants and proaucts move

very rapidly, and the'substance expands. The higher the-
temperature, the faster the particles move and the more the

substances expand.

07:- What must happen when the swiftly moving particles
of the expanding gases strike the walls of the'engine?

Whatever fuel is used, the'same principle of propulsion

. , applies. Tremendous forces are exerted on the combustion
chamber walls because of the bombardment of high-speed
particles of expanding reactantS and produc.

.0.11A
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Figure 2
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On one side of the engine there is no wall to stop the
particles:There is only the. opening into the engine nozzle.
Since there is no wall to stop the particleS., they rush out
through the nozzle at high speed, forming .the long tail of
fire behind the rocket. The unbalanced force on the forward
end of the combustion chamber pushes the rocket ahead.

Figurl 3 Shown in Figure 3 is the launching of Apollo 16., Note
the flames and smoke belching from the first.stage. --.--

Anything that will burn rapidly can be used as a 'rocket, ..,--- ,< --.- .,
,

.

fuel. One of the most powerful ns usevo oxygen
at all for the reaction; The elements hy rogen and fluorine
combine -violently, producing a large amount of heat and
giving the greatest amount:of push per pound of fuel used.
Because fluorine 'is so cdrrosive and so difPcult to handle

.110 EXCURSIC* 3-1 however, it has not been Used successfully in big rockets.
. ,.::.
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One Stage
at a Time

Excursion 3-2 _

The Apollo spacecraft that has made trips to the moon con-
sist of a command module (CM), .a service module (SM),
and a lunar module (LM). (See Figure 1.) It has a mass of
about 45,000 kg.

Three stages of the Saturn V rocket send the Apollo space-
craft on its way.

The third stage of the Saturn V rocket
has a mass of almost 120,000 kg.

The second stage of the Saturn V rocket
has a mass of more than 480,000 kg.

The first stage of the Saturn V rckket
has a maes of about 2,200,000 kg.

Figu,1

As you can .see, the Apollo spacecraft has a small mass
compared with the three stages of ihe Saturn V _rocket. To
understand why this ,is so, yoti first need to do an activity
'based on an idea that has been around for a long time. Then
you can look at how the stages of a rocket operate. .

s,

CM

SM

LM

Instrument ..

unit

Third stage
(S-IV B)

ifSecond s ge
(S-11)

First stage
(S-IC)

4,
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Film* 2

Sir Isaac Newton made the first clear statement of an idea
that has been extremely ihiportam in science, and especially
useful in rocketry. This idea is called Newton's third law of
motion. It says, `!To every action there is an equal and oppo-
site reaction, In terms that apply to rockets, this means that
if you throw something out in one direction from a vehicle,
there will be a force on ,the vehicle to push it in the opposite
direction. You can investigate this important idea by using
the water-clock cart.

You will need the apparatus shown' in Figure 2. If this
apparatus has already been constructed by another student
or your -teaCher,- skip -Attivities 1 through -4. Otkerwise, you
will netd the following' equipment:

I cart, without water clock
2 metal coat hangers
I half-kilogram mass
4 lead sinkers
1 small pieet of tape
1 piece of string, 0.5 mew long
2 paper clips
Scissors
Pliers or vise,

ACTIVITY,f1. Using a Wire cutter, but each coat hanger In the
exact cenier of the hdrizontal bottom bar.

AZ.

ACTIVITY 2. Straighten all the bends in the wire of each
hanger. Do not change the hook or the twisted part of either
ono.

tc,6-4t, ,
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AcTIVITY.3. Using pliers or a vise, make tWQ 900 bends in
the two ends of each hanger as shown. Be sure that, when
the bends are made, the distances from the top of the hook

)
to the first bend are all the same for both hangers.

ACTIVITY 4. Insert the two ends of the hangers into the two

holes on each side of the cart. Straighten the hooks on tiie
top of the hangers so that they point inward. Put a small piece

of tape around them to hold them together.

ACTIVITY 5. Make a loop in one end of the piece of string.
Open a paper clip, and hook it over the top of the hangers.

Slip the loop over the bottom of this hook. Make a loot. in
the other end of the string, and attach another paper-clip
hook. Hang the half-kilogram mass on the bottom hook. Ad-

just one loop, if necessary, so that the mass swings freely
without hitting the cart.

126

1 cm

'Straighten
hooks
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ACTIVITY 6. Set the cart on a smooth, level surface. Hold
the cart with one hand, and pull the Mass back a short dis-
tance (about 5 cm) with the other hand. Release the cart and
the mass at the same time and observe the reaction of the
cart as the mass swings back and fodh.

5' .

orio5 cm

astr.

-wry
D . What happens to the cart as the mass swings?

2. As the mass moves in one direction, in what direction
oes the cart move?

I

You should have observed the '`opposite reaction" idea
in operation. As the mass moves one way, the cart moves
in the opposite direction.

Now see what happens when the amount of swing in-
creases.

a,

hort
swing
(5 cm)

Long
swing
(10 cm)

Hold cart motionless

EXCURSION 3-2

4"

ACTIVITY 7. Hold the cart so that it cannot move. Pull the
mass back about 5 cm, and let it swing. Count the number
of short swings that it makes in 10 seconds. A "swing" Is
a round trip from the starting position. Then pull the mass
back about twice as far, and let it swing. Count the number

,of long swings that It makes in 10 seconds.

1 9 P-1
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03. What is the number of short swings it made in 10 sec- .
onds?

04. What is the number of long swings it made in 10 sec-
onds?

05. Is the number of swings in 10 seconds about the same
in the two trials?

The time for each swing should be' about the same. :the
distance that the mass travds, however, is greater with a long
swing. Therefore, the speed of the mass must be different
in the two cases.

08. n which case (the short swing, or the long swing) was
the sp ed of the mass greater?

07. In which case (the short swing, or the long swing) did

the cart receive the greater push?.

08. Does fncreasing the speed of the mass increase the force
aCting on the 'cart? klow do you know?

The speed of the swinging mass affects the movewent of
the cart. Would increasing the amount of swinging mass have
any effect?

ACTIVITY 8. Mark the cart's position. Then measure the dis-
tance that the cart moves as a result drone swing of tr4

, half-kilogram mass. Next, remove the mass, and replace it
with 4 sinkers. Swing the sinkers from the same Position as
you did the mass, and again measure how far the cart moves
during one swing.

1 28
EXCURSION 3-2 115
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D. What distance did a swing 6f the half-kilogram mass
move the cart?

010. What distance did the swing of 4 sinkers move Ole

cart?

all. Compare the distances that th\e cart is moved by the
swing of the halfkl\cilozram- mass and by an equal swing of
the sinkers.

The amount of mass being swung does have in effect on
motion of the cart. A greater mass produces more reaction
-than a smalkr mass.

What does all .this i"swinging" have to do with rockets?
That's the question .you arc probably asking. Well, several
things should be fairly clear by now.

1. When the attached mass swings in one direction, the
cart goes in the.oppoSite direction.

2. The larger'the swinging mass, t e greater the speed o6f

the cart..
3°244the faster the mass swings, the greater the speed of the

cart.

One more investigation should help you see how all this
relates to the motion of rockets. All you need, in addition
to the equipment from Activity 8, is a pair of scissors.

.
,IACTIVITY 9, Place the reaction cad on the iloorwIth the i-kg

imess hanging. Pull the mass back 10 cm from the hanging,
116 _ EXCURSION 3-2 position, and release both mass and cart."

1 29
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012. Describe the motion of the cart as the mass swings
back and forth.

ACTIVITY 10. Again start the mass swinging from the 10-cm

it? position. This time, cut the string just as the mass reaches
th midpoint of its swing.

013. How did the motion of the cart in Activity 10 differ
from that in Activity 9?

'Newto n, and many other scientists since his time, have
found that throwing mass away front a movable object pro-
duces a change in the object's motion. You have been wit-
nessing that .effect. In fact,. the force on an object is equal
to the rate at which it is thrown away multiplie4 by the speed
at which it i thrown. In other words, force \measured in
newtons 'equals mass in kilOgrams thrown Rer second times
the speed that it is tkown in meters per se63nd.

F (mass/sec)(speed of mass)

If 1 kg of mass
,is.thrown away every second at a speed

of I 'Meter per second, the force on,the.cart is 1 newton.

q-p,r Niv.it,, !-V).

13o
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1 newton of force

1 kg
mass

1 m/sec
spood

figure 3

c.

111 'Figure .4

7

Of course, in your experiment the mass wasn't actually
"thrown away" from the cart except when you cut the string.
But the reacticins due to the swinging mass were about the
same as if it had been. There is one big difference, however.
In_a real rocket, when the mass is thrown out;Ithe total mass
of the rocket and its fuel is decreasing. Thus, there is less
mass to be pushed ahead .by the 'rocket engine. So a real
rocket works even better than your reaction cart.
, Now let's get back to those rocket stages..Why are they
needed and whtis the first one so large?

7
Suppose Iggy has a cart whose mass is 10 kg; and'suppose

Iggy's mass is 50 kg. Withjust Iggy sitting on tlie. cart, the
total mass is 60 kg. Now suppose he loads.60 bricks on the
cart. Each brick has a mass of 1 kg, so all of them together
would make the total mass of the cart and its Contents 120
kg. Finally, suppose any nutuber of bricki can be iiven a
speed of 10 meters'per second as they are thrown away. The
"illustrations that follow show the effect this would have on
the speed of the cart.

80 bricks
. Mass of cart 10 kg

Mtn of lggy 80 kg
Mass-of bricks. 00 kg
Total moss 126W1

3



Suppose Iggy threw all the bricks away at the same time,
(This, of course, would be a huge task.)

Recall that the force on the cart is equal to the mass
thrown away times the speed with which it is thrown. If IggY
threw 60 kg of bricks at 10 m/sec, then the force on the 60-kg
remainder (the cart and Iggy) is F --, 60 x 10, or 600 N. .

014. If the cart is at _rest when theabricks are thrown, how
will the speed of the cart change?

C115. In what direction will the cart move? .

Now suppose Iggy throws the bricks out one at a time
instead of all at once.

If Iggy threw only 1 brick at 10 m/sec, then the force on
the cart would be only 4 as much as before. This smaller IT
force must act not only on Iggy and the cart; it must also
act on the remaining 59 bricks.

The force 'from throwing 1 brick is A of the fOrce when
-60 bricks are thrown. This smaller force is used to speed up
almost twice as much mass (Iggy, the cart, and 59 bricks).
The change in the cart's speed will be much less than -when
60 bricks are thrown away all at once.

With .each succeeding brick that Iggy throws, the cart
speeds up by a slightly greater amount..When the 30th,brick
is thrown, the force is still ;16 .of the force with 60 bricks.
But now the cart's total mass-is down to I times as muCh
as that of just Iggy and the cart..There are 30 bricks remain-
ing:So the cart Will speed jak even faster.

Figure 5

V

Figure 6

Itt

10 m/sec

-AU

59 bricks

Figure 7
10 mfsec

- WEI

30 bricks

Every time another.brick is thrown away, the force M the
opposite direction produces an increase in speed.
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It is possible to calculate how the speed of Jthe cart
changes. These calculations show that throwing all the bricks
away at once produces more change in speed than throwing.:
them awl" one at a time.

HoweAr,,it isn't easy to throw out all the bricks at once.
There are two other ways that lggy could niake the cart go
faster. He could (1) throw, each brick away with a greater
speed, or (2)carry a bigger, load of bricks to throw away.

There is a limit to the speed that can be given the:thrown
bricks. So it seems that Iggy will simply have to carry more
bricks if he wants to go faster.

lggy and his cart are like a rocket and its payload. Iggy's
'mass represents the payload. The cart represents the rocket. .

The mass of the bricks (fuel) just equals the mass of the cart
and Iggy. If.Iggy carried 80 times as much mass in bricks
as his massaround 4,000 bricksthe situation would be
closer to the fuel-spacecraft mass relationship of the Saturn-
Apollo mentioned on the first page of this -excursion.

The best. way 'for Iggy to do it would be to have several
carts hooked together. As soon as all the bricks were thrbwn
from one cart, he could ,cut it Idose. Then he wouldn't have
to use energy to speed up that cart.

2nd stage
880 bricks

as
usomassimmornsunainammasunama MMMMMMMMMmem MMMMMMMMM smawasumman
woommommommimmaniumumummonmommumwmulimmummummaremmummon-wimmilmossimmummummo-
me. -molomO40.0SOMMor
UP IIMWMUOSOMMOWMMMMMM

3rd stage
180 bricks

mu MMMMMsommaismeaminates
mum MMMMMmaw^ -.1Imxii-aIMMIN1mt. ammosammos

Figur*

.120 EXCURSION 3-.2

When the 3,120 bricks are thrown from the first stage and
the cart is dropped off, about 78% of the ,beginning mass
is gone. Then 17% is throwfi away in the second stage, and
4% in the third stage. All that is left is a. ittle over 1%.of
the amount that started out.

Now !wimps you see the reason for e different rocket
stages. And you also can see why suet) a big first stage is
needed on the Saturn-Apollo. After the third stage has put

..thelpacecrafl into orbit and sent it on its way .to the moon,
it is dropped off, too. All that remains of the Z900,000 kg. .

that lifted off the pad is the spacecraft and the occupants,
. with a mass of about 45,000 kg.
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Time to Falck Excursion 4-1

Sometimes incorrect ideas last for a long time. The great
Greek philosopher and scientist Aristotle stated some rules

of motion that lasted for 2,000 ftars. The rules were in-

correct, but until Galileo tried some expetiments, they were

generally believed true. One faulty rule that survived from

Aristotle's time (384-322 n.c.) declared that heavy objects
fall faster than ljght ones.

Galileo is said to have discovered something about falling

objects when he watched the swinging of a chandelier in the

vathedral at Pisa, Italy. As he watched the Massive object
svtrivg back and forth, he timed, it with his pulse. When he

returned home; he made pendula" off different kinds .and

timed them in the same way. You can do an activity to
discover how a penduluM operates, just as Galileo did. You

will need the following equipment:

1 steel ball
I glass marble
2 pieces of string, each I meter long
4 small pieces of tape

ACTIVITY 1. Use small pieces of tape to fasten one string

to the steel ball and the other string to the glass marble.

0'
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.Now,let's" see if .you can discover, the same thing that

Galileo did .as Ile watched the swinging chandelier: First use
the steel hall. 4.

114

. ,

T "A'CTIVITY;2,--Tarso -the -Vbs. -end of the string to the top of
ap opening such as a door or window. Be sure to select an
area where tho'steel ball can swing freely at the end of tho
1-meter String.

ACTIVITY 3. Pull the steel.b'all back about 10 cm and relies*
it. Use a watch or clock to find out the time It takes for 10
complete sWipgs. A. complete swing means the ball sWings
from A across to B and back to A again. You may want tti
have someone help you with the counting and timing.

;

z

122 EXCURSION 4L1

al. What is the time (in'seconds) for 10 complete swings?,

02. What is the jime (in seconds) for 1 complete swing?

The time for 1 complete swing of the pendulum (from A
to B and back to A) is called the poriod.

!4,4

1,35
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ACTIVITY 4. Now pull the steel ball back about. 20 cm and

relase It. Find the time for 10 complete swings again.

03. What is the time (in seconds) for 10 complete swings?

04. What is the period of the pendulum (time for I com-

plete swing)?

Compare the periods in questions 2.and 4.. If the timing
was done correctly, you should have found them to be the

.same. This is the discovery that surprised Galileo and led
him to further investigation. .

Next you-will experiment with the mass of the ball.

1?3

Equal
lengths
of string

^Glass , eN Steel
marble N.." ball

ACTIVITY 5. Nearby, on the'same suppoit, tape the loose end

of the string from the marbió. Be sure that the free lengths
of the two strings are exactly the same. Pull the marble/end
the ball back a short distance and release them. together.

N9
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A

05. Compare the periods of the two objects.

P1:1:',):

The mass of the steel ball is more than twice as great as
the mass of the glass marble.

ACTIVITY 6. Shorten the string on the steel ball to meter.
Pull the ball back a short distance and release It. Find the
length of time for 10 complete swings again.

De. What is the length of time for 10,complete swings?

.07. What is Ole period of the pendulum? - -
Ds. How does this period compare with ihe period that used

.4
a 1-meter length of string?

You have now investigated size of swing, mass of .the
object, and length of the pendulum.

09. From, your investigations, which of the variables affect
;the period of the pendulum? '

Galikp reasoned that though the object on the end of the
string was supported by the string, it was really falling. The
'string forced the Object to travel in an arc. He 'decided that
iince objects of different mass take equal time, to come down
when suspended on strings of the same length, then they
should take equal time to fall straight down.

Figure 1 ale

Amount
of fall

Some_ stories tell or Galileo's dr ing objects from the.
Leaning Tower of Pisa to test.this i The stories are prob-

r '

ably imaginary, but the idea is hot ableo, and other scien-
iists who,followed him, discovered that without the friction
drag of air, all bodies fall at the same rate at a given location.
In the near-perfect vacuum of outer space, a feather, a steel
ball, a spacecraft, and the'moon 'all fall equally fast; or, yon
could say, equally slow.

11.
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The Falling Apple Excursion 4-2

What causes the won to orbit around the earth? Isaac
Newton was sure that it would shoot off in a straight line
unless there was a force pulling on it. Galileo, who died in
1642, the year Newton was born, had experimented with
moving objects. He had found that you need a force to
change motion. From his own investigations, Newton knew
that this was true. From your past work, you know this, too.

Suppose a round ball is rolled on a smooth, flat surface.

01. If no .other force acts on the ball, what path will it
follow?

Sometiines' the answers.to.dilficult questions are found in

./.7---"7 strange ways. Newton, said that while he, was sitting in a
laKden, he found out why the MOM" always stayed in its
orbital path. As he was thinking of the problem, an apple
fell to the ground. Perhaps., thought Newton, the force
exerted by the earth on the apple, is also exerted bY the earth

on the moon. The moon might really be fallMg toward the
.earth; But if it is, why hasn't it hit the earth?'

138

A FALLING APPLE
Figure 1
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If you could know Newton's entire reasoning,* it might
have gone like this:

I3efore the apple fell, it was motionless. When it came
loose from the tree, it dropped to earth. Obviously, the earth
attracted the apple.

But the moon isn't fastened to a tree. It is moving through
space. If no force were acting on it, it Would be traveling
in a straight line. Bul a straight path would carry it away
from the earth. And riknow that the moon follows a curved
path around the earth. Perhaps tht earth attrktcts the moon,
too. If that attraction were very strong, the moon would soon
hit the earth. If it were quite weak, the moon would fitst
be out or sight. But with exactly tV right force of attraction,
the moon could move tw ways at once. It could travel
through space while it drops toward earth. At the end of

, every second, its fall toward earth could just make up for
its movement away. So instead of flying away in,a straight
line, the moon would continue in a curved path around the
earth.

AAd that is what it does (Figure 2).

t- Figur* 2

1.26 EXCURSION 4-2

1

Moon Straight path
1

Actual

el

curved path
Falling distance
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Newton used.the laws that Kepler had stated for the mo-
tion of heavenly bodies. He combined these laws with his
own and with Galileo's laws of motion. Newton discovered
that bodies attracted each other with a force that depended
on their mass (the amount of substance that each contained).
Fie found that the force of attraction also depended on how
far apart the bodies were, and that the force changed with
the square.of the distance between the centers of the objects.
In simplified mathematical terms, the relation could be writ-
ten thus:

Or.

Force M.iss of 1st mass of 2nd=
(Distance apart)2

F = X 1112

d2

Earth

e

Radius: 1,740 km
Mass: 1/81 of oarth's mass

Moon

Average distance
between centers:
380,000 km (60 earth radii)

I

02. How many earth radii is the apple from the center of
the earth?

The moon has been measured to be about 60 earth radii
from the center of the earth.

I

03. How many times farther away is the moon than the
apple from tbe center of the earth?

Square the number that you got in question 3. (Squaring
a. number means multiplying it by itself.)

1 4 0

Radius: 6,371 km
Mass: 81 times as much

as the moon

Figure 3
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r14. Whiit is the square of the number?

Your answer to question 4 is the number of times greater
the earth's pull of gravity is on the apple- than on the moon.
Bodies fall according to the pull of gravity on then*

05. How many times faster will the apple fall tow-ard the
earth than the moon will fall?

The mass of an apple is much less than the mass of the
.moon. Therefore, the .forCe on-the Moon Will be- mUch greater
than the forcdkon -the apple. But the speed of falling does
not depend oil the mass. It depends solely on their distance
apart; so the apple still falls 3,600 times faster. An apple,
or any other object close to th'e earth's surface, will fall about
4.9 meters in a second: The moon falls about 1/3600 as
much, or just under 0.0014 meter in a second (Figure 4).

11,111t3P"

APple

1.4 mm
In 1 oecond

This is only 1.4 millimeters ip a second. .With the moon's
horizontal motion, this amount of fall is just enough to keep

.the moon going around the earth in a curved path. .

Just _think! Newton made these discoveries when he was
24 years old. That's not iniich older than you. .

1/77,
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Orbiting Syncom Excur ion 4-3

You found that the period (the time for one revolution)
increases as the satellite goes farther from th.e'surface of the
earth. You .also found that the speed a satellite must have
in order to stay in orbit decreaSes at greater heights. I-Jow-

ever, ,putting a satellite in orbit farther out in space takes
more fuel. Therefore, the lowest possible orbit is used unless
there is a special reason for having the satellite in a higher
orbit. Some of the satellites that have been launched have
needed a distant orbit for juSt such a specialreasOn.

Ear lyIn the space age, the value of satellites for communi-.
cations was recoNzed. A radio signal could be beamed to
the orbiting object, and this signal could be either refleCted
'or rebroadcast to other points of the earth's sur;face. For this
techniqu.e to work best, the satellite has to stay over a given
point on the earth's surface all the time.

at What must the period of the parking orbit be.for a good
communication satellite?

The earth rotates on its axis once eVery 24 hours. If a
satellite could be orbited at the correCt height, it could stay
over the ,same spot on the surface of the earth as the earth
turned. Then radio messages could. be relayed continuously

.-by the satellite. And with a few more such satellites, radio
and television program's could be sent to all parts of the
globe.

112
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Perhaps you'd like to know how, high above the earth a
satellite must 'be to always remain above the satne spot.
Figure 2 has two graphs on one grid. These graphs show
the relationship of both satellite speed and period to satellite
height. Using these graphs, you can find the correct height
for a sate11* that has 'a _period of 24 hours. ..

The height\of the satellite in thousands of km is shown
along the side of the page. The period in -hours. is shown
across the.top and the, speed in km/sec across the bottom.
Use the graph to find the answers to the following questions.

D2. The height of a satellite whose period is 24 hours is.
how many km?

03. The speed of a satellite whose orbit period is 24 hours
is how many km/sec?

How`does the speed from qnestion 3 compare with the
speed of a satellite in a parking orbit at a height of 161 km?

05. What is the period of a sa4llite in the parking orbit
.at a height of 161 km?
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On August 19, 1964, the United States placed Syncom 3
in 4 24-hour orbit over the Pacific Ocean. It was used to relay
the telecast of the Tokyo 91ympics, which it did splendidly.
Earlier, Syncom 2 had bien placed in a 24-hour orbit over
the Atlantic Ocean to handle east-west transmissions in
area. 0,

The name,Syncom is derived from "synchrpnous commu-
n'ication." Synchronous is a word meaning "in time with."
Thus SyncOm is a' communications satellite that is in time
with the eart114s rotation. c to.

It might surprise you to know that it took more 641 to
put_the satellite in its high orbit than it would have taken
to sena it-to the. Moon.

[it How can this last statement be explained? .
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Losing Heat Excursion 4-4

Whenever i solid melts (changes to liquid), Or a liquid boils

or tvaporates (changes to a gas), keatinust be involved. For
exaMple, heat must be added to ice to change it to liquid
water. Much more heat must be added to the liquid Water

to change it to steam.
Space travel makes' use of this heat-absorbing behavior of

substances. When a space capsule returns to the earth's at-
mosphere, friction due to contact with the air particles pro-
duCes a huge amount of heat You may have seen pictures
of the charred surface of the spacecraft after its ecovery in
the ocean. The occupants, however, were unhaimed. How'
can they have survirved such a hot ride?

In the .early days of wace.exploration, scientists learned
about the dangers of .reentry heat. They knew they had to
come up with a way to offset the effects.of this great heating:
They decided to coat onp side Of the capsule with a solid
material that would melt and tlign boil. If this melting and
boiling could absorb most of the reentry heat, the feiof
the capsule would be safe. They knew that what was,needed
was a substance that absorbed a lot of heat as melting and
boiling took place. A substance was found, iand it was used
to coat the heat shield of the capsule. Now, on space flights,
as this substance Melts and boils away, it removes .the excess

heat due to friction.. This heat-removal process is known as
ablationa surgical term that means "removal."
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You can see how alSiation works by doing an activity. You
may want to do this activity at home, where you can use
the freezer compartment of your refrigerator. Ask your
teacher to lend you a thermometer to take home with you.
You' will also need a small paper cup, 2 paper clips, and

. a candle. (Perhaps you have some of these at home.)

ACTIVITY 1. Put about 50 ml of water in the Cup. Set the
thermwneter in the center cV the cup. Squeeze the top of the
cup)flat to the thermometer, and use the paper clips to hold
it. Be sure that the bulb is in the center and covered with
water. Put the cup in the freezer compartment Oiternight.

Thermometer

Liquid column

et

ACTIVITY 2. Check in the morning to be sure that the water
is frozen. Carefully strip off the paper cup. The thermometer
bulb should remain inside the Ace,- but the liquid column
should be visible. Read the temperature. he record lt as

134 EXCURSION 4-4 your answer to question 1.
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What is the temperature of the ice?

Now think of' the ice coating on the thermometer as repre-
"ienting the heat shield of,the space capsule. The thermom-
eter ffsell can represent the men in the capsule. You now
need a source of heat to represent friction. The candle, or
'some other flame, will do..

Hold so that
water drops away
from flame.

Candle or
Match

ACTIVITY 3. Hold the ice over a candle or match flame. Be

careful not to let the flame hit the thermometer. Also4 do not

melt the ice enough to let the flame hit the bulb. Continue
Mading the thermometer as the ice melts.

02. D the temperature rise as the iCe melted?

D. Wlat happened to the heat frOm the flarrie?

Be sure to return the thermometer'io your teacher. Plastics
and ceramics (like pottery) have been used as the ablative
material on spacecraft. Apollo 12 used a brazed stainless-
steel honeycomb with an ouier, layer of phenolic epoxy resin.
(This resin material is similar t*. the sUbstance that is often
used to glue Materials together.)

As the capisule,entered the atmosphere, it Jeft behind it
a meteorlike trail of '-glow.ing liquid-and gasebus material.

Very little heat entered the spacecraft. The heat was ciArried
awaiy, just as tke melting ioe-carried ,the heat away from the EXCURSION 4-4 . 135
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thermometer by changing first to liquid water, then to tteam.
In this way the astronauts were protected.
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Less Force Excursion 5-1

The force of gravity that a body exerts depends ,partly on
the mass of the body. It also depends on how 'far the center
of 'the body is from whatever object it is attracting.

When.both of these factorsmass and distanceare taken
into account, the- force of gravity exerted by the moon on
objects at its surface is only A as much as the force of gravity
would be if the objects were on the surface of the earth. This
means that you or your spacecraft would weigh only as
much on the moon's surface as on .the earth's:surface.

nat is your weight on the earth?

02. What would your kveight be on the moon?

Because the moon's force of gravity is weak, it cannot. hold
' an atmosphere. So there is no air on the moon. Thus, an
.object moving above the moon's surface would have no air
friction to slow it *down. The smaller pull of gravity and the
a6sence of air friction have a great elect on the Way objects
'move on the moon., 131
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When a big meteor, traveling at speeds up to 65 km per
secOnd, strikes the surface of the moon, material is spiashed
out in all directions. Parts of the surface and of the meteor
are melted or powdered. The force of the impact gives some
of the pieces .speed that takes them halfway around the
moon.

The. speed of the material that is thrown out determines
how far it will go. Some chunks go only a short distance.
Then they hit the surface and may form other craters. Other
pieces go great distances before hitting the surface. Some
materials- teach a speed high enough to escape the moon's.
-gravity, These pieces shoot out into space.

Ts

03. When the Apollo 11 astronauts kicked moon dust with
their boots, they noted that the particles went a long way
before settling to the surface. How do you account fot this?

'
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An Ekpursion to Excursion 7-1
the Far Side

On August 23, 1966, the first Lunar Orbiter provided a vi.ew
of thek.far side of the moon- and at the same time showed
the crescent Aarth. Figure I ;shows this first, slanting, detailed
scene.

Note the rotIghness and the large number of craters. The
spacecraft was almost 1,200 km above the surface of the
moon when this photo was made. The Western Hemisphere
of the earth is, in sunlight. ,

Now let's suppbse you, too, are making thiS trip. As your
.spacecraft swings around to the moon's other side, ydu see
some features never observed from the earth.

L

Ell; Why have they not been observed?

From a window.-,in your spacecraft, you can examine some
of thege rare sights..

Figure -1'
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Figur. 2

Figur* 3
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Notice .the large crater near the bottom (Figure 2). Radia-
ting from it are two deep troughs. 'This crater has never been
named. Perhaps you would like to name it yourself. Another
feature that stands out is the dark area with a light spot in
it, in the upper right corner. This iS the crater Tsiolkovsky,
nanied 6y the Russians for one of their pioneer space scien-
tists.. Let's move in and ta,ke a closer look at the troughs and
the unnamed crater (Figure 3).

. The one trough extends northward for more than 2501cm.
In some places it is as:much as 8 kin wide. Thev edges are
sharp. Notice how the trough cuts right across severaOraters.

02. FOritlour observations, how would you say the agef
of ,thetroukh compares with similar features on the front
siiie of the mbi on?

z
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Now you have an even closer look at the huge crater-
(Figure 4). The southern third of the trough, '1, can be seen
entering at the left, about a centimeter below .the horizon.
The trough ends at the outer rim of the crater. On the right,
on the crater floor, is an elongated crater with very dark

material, 2, around it.

03. What do you think could be the soul-Cc of the dark
material around the .elongated crater?

Another view of the crater Tsiolkovsky is coming up: It
is about 200 km in diameter, with a very dark; smooth floor
and a prominent central peak (Figure 5).

Crater Tsiolkoysky was first viewed on the Russian una
III photos. The dark material in the floor has no large craters
in it. The crater rim is .rough and sharp. The area sur-
rounding the crater shows patterns of ejecta.

1 5

Figure 4

Figure 5
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Figure 6

Figur! 7
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(714. What does the lack of large craters in the dark floor
suggest?

As you continue your orbit on the far side, you pass over
a basin Mat is about 300 km in diameter. It has a faint inner
ring of low hik There are many craters in the floor (Fig-
ure 6). As you look at the photo, imagine that you are
hovering above the moon.

05. What do th
crater in Figure

many.small craters in the floor of the large
tell you about the relative age of the basin?

Now you will get one last look north at a large section
of the lunar surface (Figure 7).
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Well, it's time to get hack to the' moon's near side. You

may have found your trip interesting, but the side of the

moon never seen from the earth certainly offered no startling

surpriseS. lt is much like the near sideperhaps a bit thore

rugged, with fewer large "seas." The sante kinds of feature

suggest that the slime kinds of events have occurred over the

entire surface of the moon.

156
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